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Previous research suggests that cellular phone conversations or similar
auditory/conversational tasks lead to degradations in visual processing. Three
contemporary theories make different claims about the nature of the degradation that
occurs when we talk on a cellular phone. We are either: (a) disproportionately more
likely to miss objects located in the most peripheral areas of the visual environment due
to a reduction in the size of the attentional window or functional field of view (Atchley &
Dressel, 2004); (b) more likely to miss objects from all areas of the visual environment
(even at the center of fixation) because attention is withdrawn from the roadway, leading
to inattention blindness or general interference (Strayer & Drews, 2006; Crundall,
Underwood, & Chapman, 1999; 2002), or (c) more likely to miss objects that are located
on the side of the visual environment contralateral to the cellular phone message due to
crossmodal links in spatial attention (Driver & Spence, 2004).

These three theories were compared by asking participants to complete central
and peripheral visual tasks (i.e., a measure of the functional field of view) in isolation and
in combination with an auditory task. During the combined visual/auditory task,
peripheral visual targets could appear on the same side as auditory targets or on the
opposite side.
When the congruency between auditory and visual target locations was not
considered (as is typical in previous research), the results were consistent with the general
interference/inattention blindness theory, but not the reduced functional field of view
theory. Yet, when congruency effects were considered, the results support the theory that
crossmodal links affect the spatial allocation of attention: Participants were better at
detecting and localizing visual peripheral targets and at generating words for the auditory
task if attention was directed to the same location in both modalities.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
In today’s fast-paced society it has become commonplace for people to attempt to
perform several tasks at the same time, or to multitask. One place where a considerable
amount of multitasking has been observed is inside the automobile (Royal, 2002;
Scientific American, 2004). Even though performing additional tasks while driving may
make the driver feel like he or she is being more time efficient, these tasks may also
divert the driver’s attention from their primary task (i.e., safe driving). In fact, a recent
study by the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration (Klauer, Dingus, Neale,
Sudweeks, & Ramsey, 2006), which recorded driver behavior in 100 vehicles equipped
with video cameras, noted that inattention while driving was observed in approximately
80% of recorded crashes and that using cellular phones was the most common secondary
task performed while driving.
Cellular Phone Usage and Talking while Driving
According to a survey by the Cellular Telecommunications and Internet
Association (CTIA, 2006a), approximately 220 million people in the United States were
subscribers of cellular or wireless services as of June 2006. This number represents an
increase of almost 25 million subscribers from the previous year. Not surprisingly, there
has also been an increase in the number of people who use their cellular phones while
1

driving (hereafter referred to as “talking while driving”). In fact, a survey conducted by
Boyle and Vanderwolf (2005) found that approximately 75% of drivers reported that they
occasionally talked on their cellular phones while driving. In addition, it has been
estimated that 10% of all vehicles on U.S. roadways at any given time during daylight
hours are driven by someone using a cellular phone (Glassbrenner, 2005).
Benefits and Costs Associated with Cellular Phones in Cars
Some possible benefits of having cellular phones in cars are that they allow
drivers to work from their automobiles (Briem & Hedman, 1995) and provide drivers
with the ability to contact emergency services in case of traffic accidents or other
emergency situations (Chapman & Schofield, 1998). In fact, according to the CTIA
(2006b), cellular phone and wireless subscribers make around 240,000 emergency or
distress calls each day. Even though these benefits have been noted, there are important
costs such as slowed reaction time and increased crash risk associated with talking while
driving (Alm & Nilsson, 1995; McKnight & McKnight, 1993; Redelmeier & Tibshirani,
1997; Strayer & Drews, 2004; Strayer, Drews, & Crouch, 2003).
Over the past few years, these costs of talking while driving have received a great
deal of attention, both from the media and from the research community. Researchers
have estimated that talking while driving can lead to a fourfold increase in a driver’s risk
of being involved in a crash (Redelmeier & Tibshirani, 1997) and that this risk is
comparable to or even greater than the increase in crash risk for drivers who are legally
intoxicated (Strayer, Drews, & Crouch, 2003; 2006).

2

Causes for Increased Crash Risk when Talking while Driving
Because crash risk increases when a person is talking while driving and because
new technology is added to automobiles everyday that may place even more demands on
the driver, it is important to understand the underlying causes for these increases in crash
risk. Initial research in the area was driven by the assumption that the manual/physical
components of cellular phone conversations (e.g., dialing and holding cellular phones)
were the main causes for the increased crash risk (Briem & Hedman, 1995; Brookhuis,
De Vries, & De Waard, 1991). Laws in several states have now banned the use of handheld (but not hands-free) phones based on the acceptance of this idea.
It is important to note that there may be several factors that play a role in the
impact of cellular phone conversations on driving performance (e.g., manual,
environmental, cognitive, etc.). For example, glances away from the roadway in order to
dial numbers on handheld phones would surely impact a driver’s ability to detect items
that emerge on the roadway during those glances. In addition, the physical act of dialing
numbers or holding the cellular phone to the ear may reduce a driver’s ability to steer the
wheel in cases where both hands may be necessary (e.g., during a blowout). Thus,
manual factors may play an even greater role in particular driving situations. It is also
likely that environmental factors may influence the impact of cellular phone
conversations on driving performance as well. For example, talking while driving may be
more dangerous on roadways with higher traffic volume or weather-related hazards. Even
though these manual and environmental factors are noted, the importance of cognitive
factors is confirmed by research that shows no differences in task performance when
drivers use hand-held versus hands-free phones. This suggests that the physical
3

manipulation of the phone cannot entirely explain the observed increase in crash risk
(Patten, Kircher, Ostlund, & Nilsson, 2004; Redelmeier & Tibshirani, 1997; Strayer &
Drews, 2006).
One possible cognitive explanation for the increased crash risk associated with
talking while driving is that the cellular phone conversation and the driving task compete
for limited attentional capacity (Kahneman, 1973; Navon & Gopher, 1979). In fact,
previous research has shown that performance decrements occur when a person engages
in multitasking (Atchley & Dressel, 2004; Rogers & Monsell, 1995; Strayer & Drews,
2006). Because the ability to process visual information in the roadway is an essential
component of the driving task, the current research examined the impact of a
“conversational” task on visual information processing.
Impact of Talking while Driving on Visual Information Processing
The visual information that is processed when talking while driving is a function
of both where the driver looks or directs his/her eyes as well as what the driver is able to
process within each glance. Previous research suggests that drivers who talk while
driving scan less of the visual environment (Recarte & Nunes, 2000). That is, cellular
phone conversations may impact where the driver looks. Even though eye movements
(i.e., where we look) undoubtedly impact what we are able to process in the visual
environment, it is also important to determine what visual information is processed
during each fixation of the eyes. This is important because many traffic accidents have
been “attributed to one or more of the involved road users having looked in the
appropriate direction(s) but failed to see the person or vehicle with whom/which they
4

collided” (Brown, 2005, p. 4). That is, the drivers “looked but failed to see” (Brown,
2005). With this context in mind, the objective of the current research was to examine the
impact of cellular phone conversations or similar auditory/conversational tasks on the
visual processing that occurs within a single glance or fixation of the eyes.
The three main theories addressed in this research (and described in more detail in
the next chapter) agree that talking while driving reduces the driver’s ability to process
visual information within a single glance. However, they make different predictions
about the areas of the visual field that drivers may “fail to see.” The three theories
suggest that, compared to normal driving, when we talk on a cellular phone we are either:
(a) disproportionately more likely to miss objects located in the most peripheral areas of
the visual environment due to a reduction in the size of the “attentional window” or
functional field of view (Atchley & Dressel, 2004); (b) more likely to miss objects from
all areas of the visual environment (even at the center of fixation) because attention is
withdrawn from the roadway, leading to “inattention blindness” or “general interference”
(Crundall, Underwood, & Chapman, 1999; 2002; Strayer & Drews, 2006), or (c) more
likely to miss objects that are located on the side of the visual environment contralateral
to (i.e., located on the opposite side) the cellular phone message due to crossmodal links
in spatial attention (Driver & Spence, 2004). A graphical representation of each of the
theories is presented in Figure 1.

5

Visual environment processed in a single
fixation of the eyes when NOT talking on
a cellular phone

(a)
Reduced functional field of view or
“Tunnel Vision”

(b)
Inattention blindness or
“General Interference”

(c)
Crossmodal links in spatial attention

Figure 1. Visual environment processed in a single fixation of the eyes with and without
a simultaneous cellular phone conversation.
Note. Images A-C represent the three main theories discussed in this research with
respect to the impact of cellular phone conversations (presented from the right side of the
body) on visual processing. The cross in each picture represents the center of fixation.
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Purpose of the Current Research and Overview of Chapters
The purpose of the current research is to examine the impact of cellular phone
conversations or similar auditory/conversational tasks on visual processing within a
single fixation. Specifically, it focuses on the nature of visual processing decrements and
the locus of attention during “conversational” tasks. Chapter II (Literature Review) gives
a review of relevant literature, including research that provides support for the three
theories represented in Figure 1. Chapter III (Experiment 1) summarizes the development
of the experimental materials used in the current research that allow for comparisons
between the three theories. Chapter IV (Experiment 2) summarizes the main experiment
which utilized the materials developed in Experiment 1 to compare the three theories and
determine the impact of cellular phone conversations on visual processing. Finally,
Chapter V (Conclusions) offers a summary of the research as well as conclusions that
were drawn based upon the data collected in Experiment 2.
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CHAPTER II
LITERATURE REVIEW
Overview
Visual processing within a single fixation of the eyes depends on the following:
(a) sensory functioning and sensitivity of the visual system, (b) information processing
ability (Ball, Owsley, & Beard, 1990), and (c) covert shifts of spatial attention (Posner,
1980). The first three sections of this chapter discuss these topics in turn. The first section
explains the visual field that is measured by standard perimetry tests and then discusses
basic principles of the visual system that may limit the ability to process information at
various locations within the visual field. The second section provides a description of the
functional field of view, or the spatial area within the visual field that is “functional” or
“useful” during a given task (Mackworth, 1965; Owsley, Ball, & Keeton, 1995). This
section also provides information on a computerized test, the Useful Field of View
(UFOV ®, Ball & Owsley, 1993), which was designed to measure the size or spatial
extent of the functional field of view. This test is discussed in detail because it served as
the foundation for the methodology used in the current research. Next, this section gives
an overview of two theories (i.e., tunnel vision and general interference) that provide
different explanations of how processing within the functional field of view is degraded
with increases in task demands. The last part of this section relates these two
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theories to recent research that addresses the impact of cellular phone conversations on
visual processing and introduces the ideas that a “reduced functional field of view”
(Figure 1a; Atchley & Dressel, 2004) or “inattention blindness” (Figure 1b; Strayer &
Drews, 2006) are the outcomes of cellular phone conversations. The third section of this
chapter discusses research on intramodal (i.e., within modality) and crossmodal (i.e.,
across modalities) covert (i.e., without eye movements) shifts in spatial attention. This
research suggests that the location of the cellular phone conversation may play a role in
the area of the visual field that is selected for preferential processing during cellular
phone conversations (Figure 1c). The fourth and final section summaries and compares
the three theories presented in Figure 1 and discussed in sections two and three of this
chapter. It also provides a comparison of the experimental paradigms used to support
each theory that may explain discrepancies in experimental outcomes and theoretical
interpretations. Finally, this section discusses the questions that were unanswered by
previous studies; these questions served as the impetus for the current research.
Sensory Functioning, Sensitivity, and the Visual Field
The Visual Field
When a person with normal visual sensory functioning opens his or her eyes,
items may be “visible” across a horizontal span of approximately 180º (Faye, 2006).
However, eye diseases such as glaucoma may result in blind or blurred spots within this
area. Standard visual field measures (e.g., the Humphrey Visual Field Analyzer II) are
concerned with the sensitivity of the visual system and in uncovering these blind spots
(Answers Corporation, 2006). During the tests, a person is asked to fixate on a central
9

spot and to press a button when a light is detected at various locations. In static perimetry
tests, the intensity of the light is manipulated (i.e., dimmer or brighter) until a luminance
threshold for each measured location is determined. These thresholds can be used to
create maps that illustrate areas that are “visible” and areas that show vision loss (Hess,
2004).
Even though these tests are important for determining eye health and what is
visible under very simple testing conditions, results on these tests may not be indicative
of what is “seen” or processed during normal tasks. In most everyday situations, it is
rarely the case that a person is asked to fixate but not respond to a central target while
detecting isolated lights or objects in the periphery. It is more often the case that he/she is
asked to respond to a central target while trying to localize or identify an item that is
embedded within other items in the periphery.
In fact, several studies have demonstrated that there is a difference between the
visual field that is revealed by standard perimetry measures and the part of the visual
field that is “functional” or “useful” during a given task (Mackworth, 1965; Owsley, Ball,
& Keeton, 1995). The functional field of view will be discussed in more detail in future
sections.
Properties of the Visual Field
The visual field is often divided into three regions based on distance from the
center of fixation (i.e., angle of eccentricity; Findlay & Gilchrist, 2003): (a) the foveal
region is defined as the central 1° (Findlay & Gilchrist, 2003) or 2° (Rayner, 1998) of the
visual field, (b) the extrafoveal region is the area outside of the foveal region that is
10

within 5° of fixation, and (c) the peripheral region is the remainder of the visual field
beyond 5° (Findlay & Gilchrist, 2003; Rayner, 1998). Rayner (1998) points out that
acuity is greatest in the foveal region and declines as a function of eccentricity or distance
from the center of fixation. That is, acuity is best in the foveal region, followed by the
extrafoveal region and then the peripheral region. Research conducted by Carrasco and
colleagues (Carrasco, Evert, Chang, & Katz, 1995) demonstrated performance
decrements in a target search task as a function of target eccentricity: as the eccentricity
of the target increased (i.e., targets were positioned farther from fixation), reaction time
and accuracy for target detection were negatively affected (i.e., reductions in accuracy,
increases in reaction time).
Summary of Sensory Functioning, Sensitivity, and the Visual Field
Information presented in this section suggests that although items may be visible
across a horizontal span of approximately 180°, the amount and type of visual processing
that occurs within each fixation of the eyes is limited by (a) the health and proper
functioning of the visual system as well as (b) the acuity and sensitivity differences at
various eccentricities within the visual field. Information presented in the next section
suggests that these sensory limits may not be the only determinants of visual processing,
but that information processing ability will also determine what is “seen” at each fixation.
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Information Processing Ability and the Functional Field of View
The Functional Field of View (FFoV)
The functional field of view (FFoV) is defined as the spatial area in the visual
field in which a person can extract useful information in a single fixation of the eyes, that
is, without head or eye movements (Sanders, 1970; Visual Awareness, Inc., n.d.). The
FFoV is synonymous with the perceptual span (Rayner, 1998), the useful field of view
(Ball & Owsley, 1993), and the visual span (Jacobs, 1986) and is thought of conceptually
as the “window” (Visual Awareness, Inc., n.d.) or “breadth” of attention (Pringle, Irwin,
Kramer, & Atchley, 2001).
Mackworth (1965) demonstrated the difference between the visual field and the
functional visual field by showing that what a person “sees” or processes in the visual
environment is not only determined by visual sensory functioning but by information
processing ability as well. Participants were asked to determine if a target letter presented
at the center of the screen (e.g., an “N”) was also simultaneously presented on both the
left and right side of the screen. When only three letters were displayed on the screen
participants were almost perfect at performing this matching task, even when the three
letters extended as far as 10º. However, performance on this task dropped significantly
when additional letters were added, even though the task, the display time, and the
distance between the target letters were the same as before. The addition of the extra
letters (i.e., an increase in visual complexity) reduced participants’ ability to process the
peripheral items and determine if they matched, particularly when the matching letters
were at farther distances or eccentricities from the central letter. Thus, Mackworth
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concluded that the functional field of view narrowed with the addition of the visual noise
letters and that when the visual system became overloaded due to this increased visual
complexity, items at the center of fixation received processing priority, producing what
he termed tunnel vision (described in more detail in future sections).
Williams (1982) extended this work and found that even when the visual
complexity of a display was not altered (i.e., no additional items were added), the
manipulation of central target processing load impacted a person’s ability to identify
items in the periphery. He asked participants to determine if two central items were
physically identical (i.e., physical match, low load) or if they were both
consonants/vowels (i.e., category match, high load). He found that vertical and horizontal
lines presented in the periphery took longer to identify and were more likely to be
misidentified when the central task was more difficult (i.e., category match was required).
Thus, these two studies demonstrate that what we are able to “see” is a function of task
demands and information processing ability.
Ball and colleagues (Ball et al., 1988; Ball, Roenker, & Bruni, 1990) extended the
idea of the functional or useful field of view to a more practical problem. They noticed
that older drivers who received normal scores on tests of sensory function (i.e., visual
acuity, visual field) reported what they considered to be “visual problems” (e.g., cars
seeming to appear out of nowhere, difficulty finding street signs in complex traffic
situations; Visual Awareness, Inc., n.d.). Consistent with the work by Mackworth (1965)
and Williams (1982) discussed above, as well as research on age-related cognitive
declines in processing speed (Salthouse, 1985), they determined that the amount of
information that could be extracted in a single glance (i.e., the useful or functional field
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of view) was a function of the viewer’s (a) information processing speed, (b) ability to
divide attention between visual items, and (c) ability to distinguish a target from
background noise (i.e., to ignore distracters) (Ball et al., 1988; Ball, Roenker, & Bruni,
1990). Thus, they created a computerized test, the Useful Field of View (UFOV; Visual
Awareness, Inc., n.d.) to measure these three abilities and determine the size of an
individual’s functional field of view or “window of attention.” In several studies, they
demonstrated that performance on the UFOV test was very good at predicting crash rates,
particularly for driving situations that involved the use of peripheral vision in a cluttered
scene such as an intersection (Owsley, Ball, Sloane, Roenker, and Bruni, 1991). Relevant
research by Scialfa, Kline, and Lyman (1987) suggests that, in general, older persons do
not extract as much information from the visual environment as their younger
counterparts (i.e., they “take smaller perceptual samples” or have a reduced functional
field of view) and that they take longer to process the information that they do extract.
The Useful Field of View Test (UFOV)
The UFOV is a computerized test designed to measure the FFoV and is comprised
of three subtests: (subtest 1) a measure of processing speed, (subtest 2) a measure of
divided attention, and (subtest 3) a measure of selective attention. Each subtest contains
four types of screens presented in the following order: (a) fixation screen - a screen with
an empty fixation box located at the center of the screen; (b) target screen - a screen that
presents either a single target (i.e., a car or a truck) inside the fixation box (subtest 1), a
target inside the fixation box along with an additional peripheral target located at one of
eight radial positions (subtest 2), or a target inside the fixation box along with an
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additional peripheral target located at one of eight radial positions that is surrounded by
triangle distracters (subtest 3; see Figure 2 for an example target screen from subtest 3);
(c) masking screen –covered with visual white noise; and (d) untimed response screens –
screens that allow the participants to choose the central item (i.e., click on a car or a
truck) and the location of peripheral targets (i.e., click on one of 8 radial positions).

Figure 2. Example target screen for subtest 3 of the UFOV test. Copyright © 1999 Visual
Awareness, Inc., Chicago, Illinois, U.S.A. Reprinted with permission.
Note. A complete trial in subtest 3 would include (a) a fixation screen that contains only
the central box that surrounds the car in this screen, (b) a target screen like the one
portrayed, (c) a masking screen, and (d) untimed response screens which ask the
participant to choose which item (i.e., a car or a truck) was presented inside the central
box and to choose one of eight radial positions that contained the peripheral target (e.g.,
the car at the top of the screen).
On the first subtest, the participant is presented with a center fixation box and
then asked to identify a target (i.e., a silhouette of a truck or car) that appears inside the
fixation box for various amounts of time ranging from 16 to 500 milliseconds. On the
second subtest, the participant must identify the target in the box and simultaneously
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localize a peripheral target (i.e., a silhouette of a car) presented in one of 8 radial
positions located 12º from the center of the screen (version of the UFOV used by Atchley
& Dressel, 2004). On the third subtest, the participant must identify the central target and
localize a peripheral target that is embedded within numerous triangles that serve as noise
or distracters. For each subtest, the amount of time that target screens are displayed varies
according to participant response patterns. That is, if participants correctly identify the
central target (subtest 1) and are also able to localize the peripheral target (subtests 2 and
3) twice in a row, then the target screen duration is reduced. However, if central targets
are misidentified or if peripheral targets are incorrectly localized, target screen duration is
increased. Participants receive a threshold score for each of the three subtests which
represents the amount of time (in milliseconds) that the targets need to remain on the
screen in order for the participants to respond correctly 75% of the time for that subtest
(Edwards, Vance, Wadley, Cissell, Roenker, & Ball, 2005).
FFoV Degradation: Tunnel Vision Versus General Interference
Previous research suggests that there are two alternatives that may describe the
degradation to visual field processing that occurs with increased load (Crundall,
Underwood, & Chapman, 1999; 2002). Both alternatives concur that a person’s ability to
process peripheral items is impaired with increases in task demand. However, they differ
in their interpretation of the amount of degradation that occurs as a function of the item’s
distance from the center of fixation (i.e., its eccentricity). The first alternative is termed
tunnel vision (Mackworth, 1965) and suggests that the functional field of view shrinks
with increased load and that the peripheral processing impairment brought about by the
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increased load should increase as a function of target eccentricity. That is, objects located
at the farthest eccentricities will suffer the most degradation (load x eccentricity
interaction) because attention has been allocated to the center of fixation. The second
alternative is termed general interference (Holmes, Cohen, Haith, & Morrison, 1977) and
suggests that a degradation occurs in visual processing at all extra-foveal regions (i.e.,
effects of eccentricity and load, but no interaction) and that there is “not so much a
shrinkage of the functional field as a dilution of the attentional resources that are spread
around the FFoV” (Crundall, Underwood, & Chapman, 1999, p. 1077). If attention to the
visual environment is thought of as a spotlight (Posner 1980; Eriksen & Hoffman, 1973),
these two theories may be thought of as a change in the diameter of the spotlight versus a
spotlight that becomes “dimmer” (Fisk, Novack, Mennemeier, & Roenker, 2002). Thus,
the key differences in these alternatives is that Holmes et al. (1977) suggest that in order
to claim that the functional field of view shrinks (i.e., tunnel vision occurs), researchers
must demonstrate that increases in load have disproportionately greater effects on objects
located farther from fixation (i.e., a load x eccentricity interaction). Simply showing that
peripheral processing is reduced with increased demand does not provide unambiguous
support for tunnel vision. Both alternatives suggest that peripheral processing will be
reduced with increased task load. Both also predict increases in errors and reaction times
as a function of eccentricity due to visual acuity losses with increased distance from
fixation (Rayner, 1998). The key difference is the interaction between task load and
eccentricity. Previous research has provided support for both tunnel vision (Mackworth,
1965; Miura, 1990; Williams, 1982; 1985; 1988, Experiment 2) and general interference
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(Crundall, Underwood, & Chapman 1999; 2002; Holmes et al., 1977; Williams 1988,
Experiment 1). Examples of supporting research are described below.
Tunnel Vision
To reiterate, the idea of tunnel vision (Mackworth, 1965) suggests that the FFoV
shrinks with increased load and that objects located at the farthest eccentricities will
suffer the most degradation (load x eccentricity interaction) because attention has been
allocated to the center of fixation.
Williams (1988, Experiment 2) asked participants to view displays that either
contained a single lowercase letter located at various eccentricities from the center of the
screen or that contained the lowercase letter along with two uppercase letters at the center
of the screen. The participants’ task was to make judgments about the identity of the
lowercase letter and also to make a same-different judgment about the two uppercase
letters at fixation. In the physical match condition (low load), participants were asked to
determine if the two uppercase letters were identical (i.e., T and T were a physical
match). In the category match condition (high load), they were asked to determine if the
two uppercase letters were part of the same category (i.e., A and O were both vowels,
thus a category match). When speed was stressed and participants were instructed that the
same-different judgment was the primary task and that the identity judgment of the
peripherally presented lowercase letter was the secondary task, evidence for tunnel vision
was apparent. Participants took longer to respond to the peripheral lowercase letters when
they performed the category match (high load) same-different task. More importantly,
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this increase in reaction time was more pronounced at greater eccentricities. That is, they
found a load x eccentricity interaction indicative of tunnel vision.

General Interference
In contrast to the tunnel vision explanation, general interference (Holmes et al.,
1977) suggests that a degradation occurs in visual processing at all extra-foveal regions
(i.e., effects of eccentricity and load, but no interaction) due to the “dilution of the
attentional resources that are spread around the FFoV” (Crundall, Underwood, &
Chapman, 1999, p. 1077).
Research by Crundall, Underwood, and Chapman (1999) provided evidence for
general interference. They asked participants with various levels of driving experience to
rate video clips of driving scenarios on the level of danger they posed and how difficult
they would be to navigate. Eye movements were recorded while watching the video clips
which varied in the number of hazardous events that were presented. In addition to rating
the clips, participants were also asked to respond to peripheral lights that were located on
the four sides of the display and were presented for 200 ms intervals. A computer
monitored hit rates, the distance between driver’s fixation and the location of the
illuminated peripheral light, and the amount of time required to make a response to the
light. The results indicated that as the driving demand increased (high demand video
clips), participants were more likely to miss peripheral lights. In addition, as the distance
between fixation and the illuminated light increased (i.e., greater eccentricities), hit rates
decreased. The key finding was that there was no interaction between demand and
eccentricity, suggesting that as demand increased participants were more likely to miss
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lights at all distances from fixation (providing support for a general interference in the
extraction of visual information, not for tunnel vision).

Summary of FFoV Degradation
The research discussed to this point provides evidence to suggest that increases in
the visual load of a task (e.g., increases in visual clutter or foveal load) will negatively
impact visual processing. The research differs on the areas in the visual field that will
suffer the most degradation. Those who support tunnel vision suggest that the
degradation will increase as a function of target eccentricity; that items at the farthest
peripheral distances will suffer a disproportionate amount of degradation. Those who
support general interference suggest that all areas outside of the foveal region will suffer
similar degradation. The key difference in the two theories is the prediction of a load x
eccentricity interaction (provides evidence for tunnel vision).
Williams (1995) suggests that there may be individual differences in the type of
degradation experienced in visual field processing. He suggests that people who have less
experience with divided attention tasks may demonstrate tunnel vision in that they “may
find an actual shrinkage of the ‘spotlight’ or ‘beam’ of their attention” whereas those with
more experience may show patterns of general interference in that “the amplitude of the
beam might perhaps decrease.” (p. 235).
The research discussed to this point examined degradations in visual processing
that occurred as a function of increased visual load (e.g., adding additional visual clutter,
increasing the amount of processing required for foveated objects). This research did not
examine degradations in visual processing that result from the addition of an auditory
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task. The next section describes recent research that addresses this topic since it is
representative of the situation encountered by drivers who engage in cellular phone
conversations while driving.
FFoV Degradation During Cell Phone Conversations
Reduced Functional Field of View
One line of research extends the idea of tunnel vision to cases where the increased
load is brought about by the addition of an auditory task. This research has particular
relevance for understanding the impact of cellular phone conversations on a driver’s
ability to process information in the visual environment. Specifically, this research
suggests that cellular phone conversations may impact visual processing by producing
reductions in the spatial distribution of attention, or the size of the FFoV (Atchley &
Dressel, 2004). See Figure 1a for a graphical depiction of this theory.
Atchley and Dressel (2004) were interested in determining if a cellular phone
conversation would influence the spatial distribution of visual attention (i.e., the
functional field of view). They asked participants to complete the Useful Field of View
task (UFOV; Ball et al., 1988) previously described as a measure of FFoV, as well as a
“conversational” word-generation task. The two tasks were either performed in isolation
(baseline or single-task condition) or they were performed together (dual-task condition).
Atchley and Dressel (2004) used performance on the UFOV subtests to determine
the impact of a conversational task on the spatial distribution of attention. They found (in
experiment 2) that when the three UFOV subtests were performed in isolation, mean
detection thresholds (i.e., the amount of time the target stimuli had to remain on the
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screen in order for participants to correctly identify and localize them 75% of the time)
were 16.0 ms for the processing speed subtest (i.e., central target only), 17.6 ms for the
divided attention subtest (i.e., central target and lone peripheral target), and 51.4 ms for
the selective attention subtest (i.e., central target and peripheral target among distracters).
However, when the UFOV task was performed with the conversational task, detection
thresholds were 56.6, 159.1, and 202.1, respectively. Thus, for all three subtests, the
targets needed to remain on the screen considerably longer in order for participants to
both correctly identify the central target (subtest 1) and localize the peripheral target
located 12º from fixation (subtests 2 and 3). For example, in order to correctly identify
the central target and localize a peripheral target among the triangle distracters (subtest 3;
Figure 2), participants needed the targets to remain on the screen for approximately 150
milliseconds longer (51.4 vs. 202.1) when simultaneously performing the conversational
task compared to performing the UFOV subtest in isolation. Recall that these times do
not reflect the amount of time required to make a response to the targets, because the
response screens were not timed, but represent the amount of time the targets needed to
remain on the screen for participants to correctly identify and localize them 75% of the
time.
Atchley and Dressel (2004) concluded that these increased thresholds during the
dual-task condition suggest a reduction in the size of the useful field of view brought
about by the conversational task, stating that the “decrease in performance would suggest
that increased accident risk while conversing during driving may be attributable at least
in part to a decrease in the spatial extent of attention” (p. 666).
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Atchley and Dressel (2004) concluded that, when talking on a cellular phone and
driving, drivers may be disproportionately more likely to miss or take longer to detect
objects located in the periphery because the spatial extent of attention or diameter of the
attentional window is reduced compared to normal driving (see Figure 1a). In addition, in
follow-up research Dressel and Atchley (2005) suggest that, compared to positive
emotion conversations, those with negative emotional content may have an even greater
impact on the UFOV.
Three recent articles that provide support for Atchley and Dressel’s (2004) theory
of a reduced functional field of view during cellular phone conversations were conducted
by Pomplun, Reingold, and Shen (2001), Amado and Ulupinar (2005), and Wood et al.
(2006).
Pomplun, Reingold and Shen (2001) used a moving window technique to
determine the size of a participant’s “visual span” (or functional field of view) while
performing easy (mismatch) versus difficult (match) visual search tasks. Visual span size
was calculated using the time required to find the targets during baseline trials and was
then manipulated (using a moving window technique) to determine the visual span size
when also engaged in the secondary auditory task. They found that the addition of an
auditory task reduced the size of the visual span, leading to increased reaction times for
target detection, with greater reductions for more demanding auditory tasks.
Amado and Ulupinar (2005) asked participants to complete a simulator-based task
in which they tried to avoid contact with other vehicles and stay within lane boundaries
while also responding to lights that were presented on the left and right side of the screen.
Participants were asked to complete this task in isolation (i.e., baseline) or while
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simultaneously conversing on a cellular phone (i.e., dual-task). Results indicated that
participants were both faster and made fewer errors on the peripheral detection task when
they were not engaged in a conversation (see also Patten et al., 2004). The authors
conclude that “conversing on the phone will lead to a reduction in the peripheral field of
vision” (p. 394). However, their description of the peripheral detection task suggests that
the eccentricity (i.e., distance from fixation) of peripheral lights was not manipulated
(i.e., only one LED was on each side of the screen), so it is difficult to determine if the
results were due to a true reduction in the useful field of view or if attention was
withdrawn from the entire visual environment (see tunnel vision versus general
interference section above). In fact, the authors state that their results support Strayer,
Drews, and Johnston’s (2003) “inattention blindness” hypothesis (described in more
detail in the next section), which argues that conversations result in attention being
withdrawn from the driving environment and directed to the cognitive context of the
conversation.
Wood et al. (2006) asked participants to complete a test designed to measure their
useful or functional field of view. The test required participants to determine if a circle
was present at the center of a screen while simultaneously localizing a peripheral target
(i.e., a triangle). The triangles were positioned at three eccentricities (9º, 19º, and 27º).
The “visual distracters” condition in their experiment was similar to subtest 3 of the
useful field of view test, as participants were asked to determine if the center circle was
present while also localizing a peripheral target (i.e., a triangle) that was embedded
within several distracters (i.e., squares). In addition to the visual task, participants also
completed an auditory task in some conditions. For these conditions, they were asked to
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merely listen to (i.e., “visual distracters and listening”) or repeat the words (i.e., “visual
distracters and responding”). The key finding was an interaction between peripheral
target eccentricity and load (or auditory distraction), such that the addition of the auditory
tasks led to more errors on the peripheral task and that this effect increased as a function
of eccentricity. This finding provides support for the idea that cellular phone
conversations lead to a reduction in the size of the useful or functional field of view.
The idea of a shrinking functional field of view is similar to the zoom lens
metaphor of attention described by Eriksen & St. James (1986) and Castiello and Umilta
(1990). They suggest that attention to the visual field may be thought of as a zoom lens in
which attentional capacity may be distributed across a wide or a small area depending on
task demands. When distributed across a wider area, visual resolution is degraded
compared to when attention is focused on a more narrow area. Some tasks may be
successfully performed with a wider distribution of attention whereas others (i.e., more
difficult central task demands) may require a more focused distribution of attention.
Summary of reduced Functional Field of View. The research presented above
suggests that cellular phone conversations lead to a reduction in the spatial distribution of
attention within a single glance (i.e., the FFoV), “smaller perceptual samples” (Scialfa et
al., 1987), or tunnel vision (Mackworth, 1965).
However, as discussed by Holmes et al. (1977), in order to claim that the
“window of attention” has become smaller in diameter (see Figure 1a), it is necessary to
show that performance declines are not only a function of eccentricity of the peripheral
targets (which can be explained by visual acuity differences with increases in
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eccentricity) but that there is an interaction between load and eccentricity (i.e., more
difficult tasks lead to a greater reduction in processing of items that are farther away
compared to closer items). Whereas the research by Wood et al. (2006) provides evidence
for a reduced window of attention by demonstrating a load x eccentricity interaction, the
other research mentioned in this section does not mention manipulation of peripheral
target eccentricity and thus, according to Holmes et al. (1977), cannot claim a reduction
in the size of the functional field of view.
More specifically, because Atchley and Dressel (2004) did not vary the
eccentricity of the peripheral targets in the UFOV subtasks (i.e., they were always
presented at 12º from fixation), it is unclear if their results provide conclusive evidence
that cellular phone conversations reduce the spatial extent of attention (i.e., produce
tunnel vision). It is possible that cellular phone tasks may lead to decrements in visual
processing at all eccentricities.
Research by Fisk et al. (2002), Seiple et al. (1996) and Sekuler, Bennett, and
Mamelak (2000) provides support for the latter explanation. According to these
researchers, performance decrements on the UFOV test may not be due to an actual
shrinking or narrowing beam (as suggested by Atchley & Dressel, 2004), but may be due
to inefficient processing of stimuli at all eccentricities (i.e., the diameter of the spotlight
does not change, but the beam is “dimmer”), indicative of general interference (see
Figure 1b). In fact, Atchley and Dressel’s (2004) results demonstrated that even items at
the center of fixation took longer to identify (subtest 1) when engaged in a conversational
task, consistent with the general interference view.
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The next section will include a discussion of a theory proposed by Strayer and
Drews (2006) which is related to the idea proposed by the general interference theory and
suggests that cellular phone conversations lead to a withdrawal of attention from the
visual environment, resulting in “inattention blindness,” even for foveated objects.
Inattention Blindness
Recent research extends the idea of general interference discussed in previous
sections to situations where the increased load is brought about by the addition of an
auditory task. Strayer and Drews (2006) suggest that cellular phone conversations result
in a withdrawal of attention from the visual driving scene, resulting in inattention
blindness even for foveated objects. That is, they suggest that a secondary auditory task
will result in a degradation in visual processing at all areas of the FFoV as attention is
withdrawn from the visual driving scene and directed to the auditory “conversational”
task. Thus, drivers may “fail to see” objects, even at the center of their field of view,
when they are talking while driving.
Mack and Rock (1998) suggest that “inattention blindness,” “functional
blindness,” or “sighted blindness” occurs when a person’s eyes are open but they do not
perceive (i.e., are not aware of) the presence of objects projected onto the retina because
attention is not directed to those objects. That is, a person will fail to see unattended
objects.
In studies employing the inattention paradigm developed by Mack and Rock
(1998), participants were asked to view a cross that was presented for 200 milliseconds
on a computer screen and determine which arm of the cross (horizontal or vertical) was
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longer. The cross was either centered at fixation or within a few degrees of fixation. After
a few trials, an unexpected stimulus was also presented along with the cross. Mack and
Rock (1998) referred to this unexpected item as a critical stimulus because it was
presented either at fixation (when the cross was not centered at fixation) or within a few
degrees of fixation (when the cross was centered at fixation) while attention was directed
to the task of determining which cross arm was longer. After the trial containing the
unexpected stimulus, participants were asked to report if they saw anything on the screen
with the cross that was not present on earlier trials. Their results indicated that when the
cross was at fixation and the critical stimulus appeared a few degrees away, only 75% of
participants reported that they saw the critical stimulus (i.e., 25% of participants failed to
see it). In addition, when the participants who did not see the critical stimulus were given
a choice of items that may have appeared with the cross, they did not perform better than
chance at selecting the critical stimulus. Surprisingly, Mack and Rock (1998) also found
that participants were far less likely to detect the unexpected critical stimulus if it was
presented at fixation and the cross was located a few degrees away. In that condition,
only 15% reported seeing the item.
In order to demonstrate the necessity of attention for conscious perception, they
compared the perception of the critical stimulus in cases where it was unexpected (as
described above) to cases where it was expected (i.e., the observer was asked to ignore
the cross and report only the additional items). By adding this control condition, they
were able to show that the unexpected objects were perceptible in both conditions but
were only consciously perceived (i.e., participants were consciously aware of them) when
they were expected and attention was directed to them. In summary, this research
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suggests that we may fail to see unattended objects or demonstrate inattention blindness
when attention is not directed to visual objects that are projected onto the retina. Mack
and Rock (1998) showed that this inattention blindness can even occur for items at the
center of fixation if attention is directed elsewhere. Clearly the 85% of participants who
missed the critical stimulus at the center of fixation were not ‘blind’ in the everyday
sense of the word. Instead they were paying attention to another area of the visual field.
Thus, we need to remember that the center of fixation and the locus of visual attention are
not one and the same.
Strayer and Drews (2006) outline a series of studies that suggest that when talking
on a cellular phone drivers experience inattention blindness and may fail to see objects in
the visual environment, even at the center of fixation, because their attention is no longer
directed to the driving scene, but that it is directed internally to the context of the cellular
phone conversation.
Strayer and Drews (2006, experiment 2) asked participants to “drive” through
scenarios presented on a driving simulator and to obey the rules of the road. The driving
scenarios contained 30 objects (e.g., billboards, pedestrians, etc.) that were placed at
various locations. Participants’ eye movements were recorded as they completed the
simulated driving task in isolation and while simultaneously engaged in a conversation
task. After completing the simulated driving task, participants were given a surprise test
that measured their memory for the 30 objects that were encountered along the roadway.
Their task was to discriminate between two objects (one that they encountered, one that
they did not encounter). The results indicated that participants remembered more objects
when they encountered the objects while not engaged in a cellular phone conversation.
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Using the eye tracking data, Strayer and Drews (2006) determined that the differences in
memory performance were not due to the probability of fixating on an object or the
amount of time spent fixating on an object (i.e., their scanning patterns did not change).
However, they were less likely to remember the objects encountered while talking on a
cellular phone. They conclude that “even when participants are directing their gaze at
objects in the driving environment…they may fail to ‘see’ them there because attention is
directed internally to the phone conversation” (p. 126).
McCarley et al. (2004) found similar results using a change blindness paradigm in
which participants were asked to scan traffic scenes in order to detect changes. The
change blindness task was performed in isolation and while engaged in a conversation
with a confederate. The results indicated that when engaged in conversation (intended to
simulate a hands-free, talking-while-driving scenario), participants were more likely to
miss changes that occurred to the traffic scenes even if they fixated on the areas in the
scene that contained the change.
Strayer, Drews, and Johnston (2003, Experiment 4) provided additional support
for inattention blindness during cellular phone conversations by using an implicit
perceptual memory task. During the experiment, participants were asked to keep their
cursor aligned with a moving target on the screen (i.e., a pursuit tracking task). At
unpredictable intervals, the moving targets were replaced by a word and participants
pressed a button on a joystick if the word that appeared was an animal name. This task
was performed in isolation (single-task condition) and when simultaneously engaged in a
conversation (dual-task condition). After completing the tracking task, participants were
given an implicit perceptual memory task for words presented during the tracking task.
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During this memory task, both old and new words were presented on the screen but were
covered by random pixels. The random pixels were slowly removed until participants
could identify the word. The results indicated that participants took longer (i.e., required
more pixels to be removed from the words) to identify words they encountered when
talking on a cellular phone versus those encountered when not talking on a cellular
phone.
In order to rule out the possibility that performance differences on the memory
tests were due to problems with information retrieval versus problems with the initial
encoding of the objects, Strayer and Drews (2006, Experiment 3), examined brain
activity while participants completed a simulated driving task. During this experiment,
participants were asked to follow a lead car that was programmed to brake at random
times. Event-related brain potentials (ERPs) were measured while participants completed
this task and were time-locked with the lead-car braking. P300 amplitudes were used as a
measure of the amount of attention allocated to the visual scene while P300 peak
latencies were used as a measure of the amount of time required for stimulus evaluation.
They hypothesized that if memory performance was due to impaired memory retrieval,
there should be no differences in P300 amplitudes between single (driving only) and
dual-task (driving while also engaged in conversation) conditions. However, their results
showed decreased P300 amplitudes (indicative of a withdrawal of attention from the
visual scene) and increased P300 latencies (indicative of increased stimulus evaluation
time) during dual-task conditions, supporting their idea that memory performance
differences were due to impaired encoding of the visual scene when participants were
talking while driving.
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Summary of inattention blindness. The research discussed above suggests that
even when our eyes are fixated on visual items and even when our sensory systems do
not limit our ability to detect those items, we may fail to see unattended objects. Research
by Strayer and Drews (2006) as well as by McCarley et al. (2004) suggests that that
inattention blindness or impaired encoding of the visual scene may be the result of talking
while driving because attention is withdrawn from the visual environment (i.e., the
roadway) and focused on the auditory task (i.e., the cellular phone conversation).
Summary of FFoV Degradation During Cell Phone Conversations
The research described in this section is inconclusive with respect to the impact of
cellular phone conversations on our ability to extract information from various areas of
the visual field during a single glance. Some of the research provides support for the idea
of a reduced functional field of view or tunnel vision while other research provides
support for general interference or inattention blindness. That is, attention may narrow or
it may dim or fade during cellular phone conversations. One thing to note is the
differences between the research paradigms that were used by Atchley and Dressel
(2004) and Strayer and Drews (2006). Atchley and Dressel (2004) used performance on
the Useful Field of View test (Ball & Owsley, 1993) a measure of the functional field of
view (or spread of attention). Responses on the test are collected with minimal delays
between stimulus presentation and responses. Strayer and Drews (2006) used
performance on surprise memory tasks (which may reflect post-attentional processes) as
well as physiological measures to determine the allocation of attention to information at
the center of fixation. In the current research, we try to bridge the differences between the
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two and determine the locus of attention during cellular phone conversations by asking
participants to provide immediate responses to a FFoV measure (similar to the UFOV)
while also controlling for the location of visual targets within the field of view. By
manipulating the location of visual targets and asking participants to complete this task
under two conditions (in isolation and while also performing an auditory task), we will be
able to compare the two theories by determining if there is a condition x eccentricity
interaction.
Summary of Information Processing Ability and the Functional Field of View
The research discussed in this section suggests that talking while driving will
impact a driver’s ability to process visual information within a single fixation of the eyes.
However, the research makes different predictions about the visual areas that will suffer
the most degradation (i.e., the areas that we will be less likely to “see”). According to the
ideas of tunnel vision or a reduced functional field of view, increases in task load will
have the greatest impact on the most peripheral areas. That is, the degradation in visual
processing brought about by the increased task load will increase as a function of
eccentricity (i.e., distance from the center of fixation). According to the ideas of general
interference or inattention blindness, increases in task load will lead to a similar
degradation in processing for all extra-foveal areas (i.e., general interference) or across
all areas in the visual environment, even at the center of fixation (i.e., inattention
blindness). Figure 3 provides a graphical representation of the key performance
predictions for each of the two classes of theories.
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Performance on the Peripheral Task

Single-task
Dual-task General Interference
Dual-task Tunnel Vision
Single-task

Dual-task
(Tunnel
Vision/Reduced FFoV)

Close

Medium

Far

Eccentricity or Distance from Fixation

Figure 3. Key performance predictions for tunnel vision/reduced FFoV and general
interference/“inattention blindness” theories.
Note. Performance on the peripheral task in this case represents accuracy where a higher
number reflects better performance. On reaction time measures where lower numbers on
the y axis represent better performance, the lines would be inverted.
The research presented in the next and final section of the literature review
introduces the idea that the location of the auditory message (i.e., where the sound is
coming from with respect to the driver) may also play a role in the areas of the visual
field that drivers may “fail to see” if talking while driving. In a typical talking-whiledriving scenario, the driver is attempting to attend to both visual information (i.e., the
roadway) as well as auditory information (i.e., the cellular phone conversation). In many
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cases, the visual and auditory information may be presented from separate spatial
locations in the driver’s environment. That is, visual information from the roadway is
presented from the front of the driver, whereas auditory information from the cellular
phone conversation may be presented from the left or right side of the driver (e.g., if the
driver holds the phone to his or her left or right ear in the case of a handheld phone). The
research presented in the next section suggests that drivers who are talking while driving
are more likely to miss (or take longer to detect) objects that are located on the side of the
visual environment contralateral to (i.e., located on the opposite side) the cellular phone
message due to crossmodal links in spatial attention (Driver & Spence, 2004).
Covert Shifts of Spatial Attention
Researchers have suggested for quite some time that attention allows a person to
select particular locations in space for more thorough or preferential processing
(Broadbent, 1958; Posner, 1980). Initial research on selective attention focused on a
single modality (Broadbent, 1958; Posner, 1980). However, over the past decade or so,
researchers have begun to examine crossmodal links in selective attention and have noted
that “when a specific location is attended for a task in one sensory modality…selective
attention tends to get directed to the same location in other modalities as well” (Driver &
Spence, 2004, p. vi). This crossmodal research has important implications for the talkingwhile-driving scenario in which a driver attempts to attend to one location for visual
information (i.e., the roadway) and typically a different location for auditory information
(i.e., the cellular phone). Research by Driver and Spence (1994) suggests that this type of
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multitasking situation may be difficult due to crossmodal links (between vision and
audition) in the spatial allocation of attention.
The following paragraphs provide an introduction to research on the impact of
selective attention to locations in space on processing within a single modality (i.e.,
intramodal research) as well as across modalities (i.e., crossmodal research).
Intramodal Research
One way to measure the allocation of attention in space is using the spatial cueing
paradigm (Posner, 1980). In this paradigm, a participant’s attention is directed to a
particular location either by a stimulus (e.g., a centrally presented arrow pointing to the
to-be-attended location or a peripheral event such as a light flicker) or by instructions
(e.g., targets are more likely to appear on the right side throughout a block) that are
presented before the to-be-detected targets. In some cases targets are presented on the
cued side (i.e., valid trials) and in other cases they are not (i.e., invalid trials). Typical
results from these experiments indicate that participants respond faster on valid trials than
they do on invalid trials, suggesting that the participant’s attention was shifted to the cued
location either voluntarily (endogenous) or involuntarily (exogenous). These benefits of
attention shifts have been observed even when eye movements were not involved
(Posner, Nissen, & Ogden, 1978), suggesting that attention may be shifted or directed to
particular locations in space even without head or eye movements (i.e., covert shifts of
spatial attention), consistent with Mack and Rock (1998) discussed previously.
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Crossmodal Research
Behavioral Studies
Research reported by Driver and Spence (2004) suggests that there are
crossmodal links in the spatial distribution of attention. In a series of crossmodal cueing
studies, Spence and Driver (1996) demonstrated that when attention was cued toward a
location in one modality (e.g., right side for the auditory modality), events were more
easily detected in that same location for other modalities (e.g., right side for the visual
modality) even if those events were more likely to occur in a different location (see also
Buchtel & Butter, 1988; Driver & Spence, 2004; Spence & Driver, 1997; Ward, 1994;
Ward, McDonald, & Golestani, 1998). McDonald, Teder-Salejarvi, & Hillyard (2000)
also showed that perceptual sensitivity (d´) was higher for visual items that appeared near
the location of a nonpredictive auditory cue. Driver and Spence (2004) explain the results
above by concluding that “the human brain has a natural tendency…to attend to the same
location across audition and vision” (p. 188). This suggests that there may be spatial
constraints on our ability to perform simultaneous visual and auditory tasks in that people
find it more difficult to perform both tasks if they are presented from different locations
in space.
Spence and Read (2003) extended this idea to a more practical problem (talking
while driving), and suggested that the spatial constraints found in previous research may
influence a driver’s ability to simultaneously attend to both auditory and visual
information. They suggest that the performance decrements observed when drivers are
talking while driving may be reduced if the auditory and visual information are presented
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from the same spatial location. During their experiment, participants were asked to
“drive” through roadways in a driving simulator while also shadowing words presented
from one of three speakers placed at various positions in the car. One speaker was located
near the windshield (i.e., in front of the driver). A second speaker was located near the
front passenger window (i.e., to the left side of the driver). The third speaker was located
halfway between the front and side speakers. Participants were asked to repeat words
from either the front or side speaker while ignoring words presented from the middlepositioned speaker. The results indicated that participants were able to repeat a greater
percentage of words if they were presented from the front speaker (i.e., same location
where the driver was attending to visual information on the simulated roadway) versus
the side speaker. These results support previous research which indicates that there are
crossmodal links (between vision and audition) in the spatial allocation of attention.
Electrophysiological Studies
Research using electrophysiological techniques, such as measuring event-related
potentials (ERP), or brain activity associated with the presentation of stimuli, has
provided additional support for crossmodal links in spatial attention.
Eimer (2001) asked participants to fixate on a center location and attend to either
the left or right side of their body in order to make responses to either visual, auditory, or
tactile targets. Participants were told to only respond to targets within a particular
modality (e.g., auditory) that were on the to-be-attended side and to ignore stimuli from
that modality that were on the opposite side or from any secondary modality (e.g., visual
or tactile). For example, if a participant was instructed to attend to the right side and
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make responses to auditory targets, he or she would ignore auditory stimuli on the left
side as well as all visual stimuli (regardless of side). During the experiment, event-related
potentials (ERPs) were measured in response to all stimuli. Results revealed enhanced N1
components of ERP (representing early stages of processing) for visual items that
appeared on the to-be-attended side compared to the to-be-ignored side when audition
was the primary modality. That is, if attention was directed to a particular location for
auditory information, there were increases in brain activity for visual objects presented in
that location as well (compared to activity for visual objects presented at other locations),
even when visual items were to be ignored. This increased neural activity for stimuli
from secondary modalities supports the idea that there are crossmodal links in the spatial
allocation of attention and has been demonstrated in other recent studies as well (Eimer,
1999; McDonald & Ward, 2000).
Summary of Covert Shifts of Spatial Attention
The research described in this section suggests that a person may select particular
locations for further processing after being cued to that location by stimuli or instructions.
These cueing effects on the spatial allocation of attention have been found in both
intramodal (e.g., a cue indicating likely locations for visual targets improves visual target
detection or localization) and crossmodal studies (e.g., a cue indicating likely locations
for auditory targets improves visual target detection or localization). In summary, the
behavioral and electrophysiological research presented in this section provides strong
support for the idea that there are crossmodal links in spatial attention for vision and
audition, which has significant implications for scenarios such as talking while driving.
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Driver and Spence (2004) conclude that if we are talking on a cellular phone and the
auditory information is coming from one side of our body, we may be better at detecting
visual objects that are closer in location to the auditory message. For example, if we are
holding a cellular phone to our right ear and asked to react to objects in the visual
environment, we may be better (faster) at detecting objects that are on the same side as
the auditory message and may be more likely to “fail to see” (or react more slowly to)
items on the contralateral side.
Summary of Literature Review
The research presented in this chapter suggests that the ability to process
information within each fixation of the eyes depends on (a) the sensory functioning and
sensitivity of the visual system that places an upper limit on visual processing, (b)
information processing ability, and (c) covert shifts of spatial attention.
The research discussed above concludes that because visual acuity declines as a
function of eccentricity or distance from fixation, in general, performance (accuracy and
reaction time) will be negatively impacted as a function of eccentricity. In addition, the
research discussed above provides evidence to suggest that visual processing is degraded
with the addition of visual clutter, increased foveal load, or the addition of an auditory
task such as a cellular phone conversation. However, the research makes different
predictions about the visual areas that will suffer the most degradation.
According to the ideas of tunnel vision or a reduced functional field of view, the
degradation in visual processing brought about by the increased task load will increase as
a function of eccentricity (i.e., distance from the center of fixation). That is, they
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conclude that a person will be disproportionately more likely to miss objects as the
objects increase in distance from the center of fixation (or eccentricity). According to the
ideas of general interference or inattention blindness, increases in task load will lead to a
similar degradation in processing for all extra-foveal areas (i.e., general interference) or
across all areas in the visual environment, even at the center of fixation (i.e., inattention
blindness). According to the theory of crossmodal links in spatial attention, the areas of
the visual field that suffer the most degradation vary with the location of the auditory
message. Due to these crossmodal links, we may be better (i.e., faster or more accurate)
at detecting objects that are on the same side as the auditory message and may be more
likely to fail to see (or react more slowly to) items on the contralateral side.
Experimental Paradigms Used in Previous Research
The research that supports each of the three theories was conducted with different
goals in mind. For example, Atchley and Dressel (2004) were interested in examining the
impact of cellular phone conversations on the spatial distribution (or spread) of attention
across the visual environment. Strayer and Drews (2006) were interested in the impact of
cellular phone conversations on visual processing of foveated information (i.e., at the
center of fixation). Driver and Spence (2004) were interested in crossmodal links in
spatial attention. Because the researchers had a different focus, they employed various
techniques (e.g., UFOV subtasks, pursuit tracking tasks, and cueing tasks).
Atchley and Dressel (2004) were interested in examining the impact of cellular
phone conversations on the spread or distribution of attention around fixation. They
asked participants to complete the UFOV tasks which included detecting and localizing
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visual targets presented at 12º from fixation. They found that when participants were
engaged in a conversational task, they needed visual targets to remain on the screen
longer in order to correctly detect and localize them. Atchley and Dressel (2004)
concluded that this difference in performance on the UFOV tasks meant that participants
took smaller perceptual samples when talking on a cellular phone and driving. They
concluded that if a person was talking while driving, he or she would be
disproportionately more likely to miss objects located in the periphery because the spatial
extent of attention or size of the attentional window (i.e., the FFoV) would be reduced.
However, because Atchley and Dressel (2004) did not manipulate the eccentricity
of the peripheral target (it was always located 12º from fixation, their results cannot rule
out the idea of general interference or inattention blindness. That is, attention may have
been equally withdrawn from all eccentricities (not just those farther from fixation). In
addition, because they did not manipulate the location of the conversational task, they
cannot rule out the idea of crossmodal links in spatial attention. It is possible that
detection thresholds may increase more for visual targets on the side contralateral to the
auditory message.
Strayer and Drews (2006) were interested in the impact of cellular phone
conversations on visual processing of foveated information (i.e., at the center of fixation).
They asked participants to complete simulated driving tasks (e.g., driving simulator and
pursuit-tracking tasks) in isolation and while engaged in a conversational task. They
found that participants were less likely to remember foveated objects if they encountered
them when talking while driving. They concluded that talking on a cellular phone while
driving “disrupts performance by diverting attention from the external environment
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associated with the driving task to an engaging internal context associated with the cell
phone conversation” (p. 125). Thus, if a person was talking while driving, he or she
would be more likely to miss visual objects or events (even those at the center of fixation)
because attention was withdrawn from the visual environment (i.e., the roadway) and
focused on the conversational task. However, because Strayer and Drews (2006) were
concerned with visual processing of foveated information, not the processing of
peripheral items (i.e., they did not measure attentional spread), their studies cannot rule
out the idea that cellular phone conversations lead to a reduction in the FFoV (as
suggested by Atchley and Dressel, 2004). In addition, because they did not manipulate
the location of the conversational task, they cannot rule out the idea of crossmodal links
in spatial attention. An alternative explanation of their result is that visual attention may
have been shifted away from the center of fixation and have been drawn towards the
conversational task, leading to an apparent inattention blindness for items at the center of
fixation (see Mack & Rock, 1998). In other words, attention may not have been
withdrawn from the external environment and directed internally, but instead directed
toward a different location in the external environment (i.e., toward the auditory
message). Because Strayer and Drews (2006) were only concerned with foveated
information, their studies did not measure the spread of attention and thus cannot rule out
this possibility.
Finally, Driver and Spence (2004) were interested in examining crossmodal links
in spatial attention. Driver and Spence (1994) asked participants to simultaneously
complete visual and auditory tasks that originated from the same or different locations.
They found that performance was superior (i.e., better shadowing performance) when the
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two tasks originated from the same location. In addition, Spence and Driver (1996) used a
crossmodal cueing paradigm and found that when participants were cued toward a
particular location in one modality, events or objects were more easily detected in that
same location for other modalities. Driver and Spence (2004) conclude that there are
crossmodal links in spatial attention such that if we are talking on a cellular phone and
the auditory information is coming from one side of our body, we may be better at
detecting visual objects that are closer in location to the auditory message and may be
more likely to fail to see (or react more slowly to) items on the contralateral side.
However, the crossmodal studies reported by Driver and Spence (2004) did not
measure attentional spread when completing a simultaneous central task. In the cueing
studies (Spence & Driver, 1996), participants fixated on a central item and were cued to a
particular peripheral location. After a delay, items occurred in that peripheral location or
on the opposite side and judgments for those items were the measures of interest. It is
rarely the case in real world situations that we are asked to simply fixate on a central item
while making judgments about peripheral items. It is more likely that we simultaneously
process both central and peripheral items. Thus, it is important to examine the idea that
attention spreads toward the location of the cellular phone message even when
participants are processing items at fixation.
Because the research that supports each theory above varied in focus and the
experimental paradigm used, many questions are left unanswered with respect to the
nature of visual processing decrements that result from talking while driving. One theory
suggests that attention narrows. Another suggests that it dims or is withdrawn from the
visual environment. The third suggests that it shifts toward the location of the auditory
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message. In order to compare the three theories, it was first necessary to develop an
experimental paradigm that could tease these alternatives apart.
Introduction to Paradigm Used in the Current Research
In order to examine the impact of cellular phone conversations on the distribution
of visual attention, it was necessary to develop an experimental paradigm that allowed for
comparisons between the three main theories discussed in this chapter (see Figure 1).
All three theories predict a degradation of visual processing with the addition of an
auditory or conversational task but make different predictions about the areas of the
visual field that will suffer the most degradation.
Recall that the main distinction between the reduced functional field of
view/tunnel vision and the inattention blindness/general interference theories is that the
first predicts a condition (i.e., load) x peripheral target eccentricity interaction but the
second does not. That is, the first suggests that the addition of an auditory task will have
disproportionately greater effects on peripheral targets located farther from fixation.
To compare these first two theories, it was necessary to create a visual task that
would allow for the manipulation of peripheral target eccentricity and serve as a measure
of the FFoV and an auditory task that would simulate a cellular phone conversation.
These two tasks would be performed under two experimental conditions: single-task
condition (i.e., the visual and auditory tasks would be performed in isolation) and dualtask condition (i.e., the visual and auditory tasks would be performed together). A
condition x peripheral target eccentricity interaction would provide support for a reduced
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functional field of view/tunnel vision and the lack of an interaction would provide
support for inattention blindness/general interference.
To test for crossmodal links in the spatial distribution of attention, it was
important that the auditory task allowed for the presentation of auditory targets from
various locations. Thus for some trials, the visual and auditory targets would occur on the
same side of the participant (i.e., congruent trials) and on others they would occur on
different sides (i.e., incongruent trials).
The next two chapters discuss the development (Chapter III: Experiment 1) and
implementation of (Chapter IV: Experiment 2) the experimental materials utilized in the
current research.
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CHAPTER III
EXPERIMENT 1
Introduction
The purpose of this experiment was to develop the visual and auditory tasks that
would be utilized in the main experiment (Experiment 2).
In order to examine the impact of a cellular phone conversation or similar
auditory/conversational task on the distribution of visual attention, it was necessary to
develop (a) a visual task that could be used as a measure of the FFoV and (b) an auditory
task that would simulate a cellular phone conversation. These two tasks would be
completed under two conditions: single-task condition (tasks performed in isolation) and
dual-task condition (tasks performed together).
Recall that the difference between the first two theories (narrowing or reduced
FFoV versus dimming or inattention blindness/general interference), is the prediction of a
condition x distance interaction. Thus, to measure the distribution of attention, the visual
task must contain both central and peripheral items and the peripheral items must appear
at various distances (or eccentricities) from the center. A condition x distance interaction
would provide support for the narrowing or reduced FFoV theory, whereas no interaction
would provide support for the dimming or general interference or inattention blindness
theory.
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With respect to the visual task used in the current research, the UFOV test
developed by Ball and Owsley (1993) and used by Atchley and Dressel (2004) served as
a starting point as it contains a central and peripheral task component. However, instead
of holding peripheral target eccentricity constant (i.e., 12º from fixation) and varying
presentation time (i.e., the amount of time the targets were visible on the screen) as
Atchley and Dressel (2004) did, the new FFoV test varied the eccentricity of peripheral
targets while holding presentation time constant. This was important because the main
distinction between the reduced functional field of view/tunnel vision and the inattention
blindness/general interference theories is in their predictions about a condition x
peripheral target eccentricity interaction. Thus, the first goal of the current experiment
was to determine the amount of time that visual stimuli would remain on the computer
screen during the FFoV task.
To determine if there are crossmodal links in the spatial distribution of attention,
an auditory task had to be utilized that allows for the manipulation of visual/auditory
target location congruency. Target-distracter word pairs were created for an auditory task
in which target words could be presented from a left or a right speaker and thus could
either be presented from the same side as the visual target in the FFoV task (e.g., both
auditory target word and peripheral visual target presented on the left) or from the
opposite side as the visual target (e.g., auditory target word presented on the left and
visual target presented on the right). Thus, the second goal of the current experiment was
to select the auditory stimuli that would be used as target-distracter word pairs for the
auditory task. One thing to note is that the auditory task used by Atchley and Dressel
(2004) was a self-paced task, such that participants would hear a new word only after
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responses were made to previous words. Thus, auditory and visual target presentation
was not coordinated. In the current research, we wanted to develop auditory and visual
tasks that could be time-synched with respect to stimulus presentation to reduce the
likelihood that attention might wander back and forth between tasks.
Finally, to get a better understanding of individual factors that may influence
performance on the auditory and visual tasks, a computerized questionnaire was created
which asked participants questions related to cellular phone ownership and usage. The
results from this questionnaire could be used to analyze the sample with respect to usage
patterns and determine if there are performance differences as a function of usage. For
example, are people with more experience using cellular phones more or less likely to
experience a reduction in the functional field of view/tunnel vision when talking while
driving (Williams, 1995)? For the purpose of the current experiment, this task was only
included to determine the amount of time needed to complete all tasks that would be
performed in Experiment 2.
In summary, the main goals of Experiment 1 were to (a) determine the
presentation time or amount of time all visual targets would remain on the screen during
the FFoV task, (b) identify the auditory stimuli that would be used as target-distracter
word pairs for the auditory task, and (c) determine the amount of time that participants
would need to complete all of the tasks that would be performed during the main
experiment (Experiment 2).
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Method
Participants
Thirty-one Mississippi State University (MSU) undergraduate students with 20/20
or corrected to 20/20 vision participated in the experiment. All participants were enrolled
in psychology courses at MSU during the Spring 2007 semester and were recruited using
an advertisement posted on the Department of Psychology’s web page. Participants
received experimental credit in their respective courses for participating in the 1-hr
experiment.
Apparatus and Materials
During the experiment, participants were asked to complete one or more of the
following tasks: a visual task, an auditory task, and a computerized questionnaire.
The visual and auditory tasks were performed on a Dell desktop computer running
an E-Prime 1.1 (Psychology Software Tools, Inc.) program. Instructions for the visual
and auditory tasks and stimuli for the visual task were presented on a Sony GDM-W900
24 in. (61 cm) CRT monitor connected to the Dell desktop computer. Stimuli for the
auditory task were presented from two speakers positioned directly on either side of the
monitor (i.e., one speaker on the left and one on the right). A Richmond Products double
screw table clamp chin/head rest was used to ensure that all participants viewed the visual
stimuli and heard the auditory stimuli from a comparable distance and location. In
addition, white noise was presented throughout the experiment from a Marpac 980
SleepMate ® sound conditioner placed on the floor directly below the computer monitor.
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The E-Prime 1.1 program controlled stimulus presentation and recorded manual
responses (i.e., key presses and mouse clicks) for the visual and auditory tasks. Verbal
responses during the auditory task were digitally recorded using a Radio Shack
microphone connected to a Dell Inspiron E1705 laptop running WavePad Master’s
Edition 3.05 (2006).
The computerized questionnaire was completed on a Macintosh computer running
an Authorware 5.0 program (Adobe Systems, Inc.).
Visual Task Stimuli
The visual task used in Experiments 1 and 2 was modeled after subtest 3 of the
UFOV task (Ball & Owsley, 1993) that was employed by Atchley and Dressel (2004) and
described in the previous chapter (see Figure 2). As in the UFOV task, participants were
asked to identify a central target while simultaneously localizing a peripheral target
presented at various eccentricities. However, several changes were made to the central
task, peripheral task, masking screen, and response screens in an attempt to make the task
more (a) conducive to differentiating between the three theories discussed in this research
and (b) difficult for a sample of college students, as the original UFOV test was
developed and is generally used for an older population.
Changes to the central task. The version of the UFOV task used by Atchley and
Dressel (2004) asked participants to determine if a car or truck was presented at fixation
and to also localize a car in the periphery. Thus, participants had a 50/50 chance of
guessing the correct answer for the central task (i.e., a car or a truck). In order to increase
the difficulty of the central task and reduce the chance for guessing, participants were
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asked to determine which shape (four possible) was presented at fixation (i.e., an
octagon, a crossbuck or “x,” a triangle with one point down, or a pentagon) while also
making judgments about a peripheral item (i.e., locating a diamond among squares, see
Figure 4). Thus, the new task used different visual stimuli, but the stimuli were still
relevant for a typical driving task as they are common shapes of traffic signs.
Changes to the peripheral task. Instead of presenting all peripheral targets at the
same distance (12º from fixation) for various amounts of time, peripheral targets occurred
at one of four distances (4, 8, 16, or 24º) from fixation for a constant amount of time.
The chin/head rest kept participants 17 in. or 43.2 cm from the monitor. The
distance from the midpoint of the center target to the midpoint of the closest peripheral
target was 3.0 cm (approximately 4º visual angle), to the second closest was 6.0 cm
(approximately 8º), to the third closest was 12.1 cm (approximately 16º) and to the fourth
and farthest was 18.3 cm (approximately 24º).
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 4. Example (a) target-present trial, (b) target-absent trial, and (c) peripheral target
positions.
Note. During the target-present trials (a), the peripheral target (e.g., a diamond) appeared
in 1 of 24 positions (highlighted in c). During the target-absent trials (b), no peripheral
target appeared.
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In addition to varying peripheral target eccentricity while holding presentation
time constant, the new task also incorporated peripheral target-absent trials. In the version
of the UFOV subtest 3 used by Atchley and Dressel (2004), every trial contained a
peripheral target located among distracters. In the current research, during some trials
(i.e., target-present trials), a peripheral target (i.e., a diamond) appeared in 1 of 24
positions (four eccentricities x six possible radial positions) and was embedded in
distracters (i.e., squares). On other trials (i.e., target-absent trials), no peripheral target
occurred and only distracters appeared. By including trials where peripheral targets were
either present or absent (see Figure 4), it was possible to determine (in experiment 2) if
performance differences were the result of differences in observer sensitivity or response
bias using signal detection analyses (Green & Swets, 1966).
Changes to the masking screen. In order to increase the difficulty of the task, a
featural masking screen was presented instead of a visual white noise masking screen.
That is, the masking screen contained features of the target and distracters (horizontal,
vertical, and diagonal lines) instead of random white dots as used in the previous UFOV
studies (Atchley & Dressel, 2004). Figure 5 shows the masking screen used in
Experiments 1 and 2.
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Figure 5. Masking screen used for the visual task in Experiments 1 and 2.
Changes to the response screens. Because the main variable of interest for
differentiating between the three theories (and examining the distribution of attention)
was performance on the peripheral task, the order of response screens was changed for
the visual task used in this research. For the new task, instead of having participants
identify the central target first and then locate the peripheral target, participants were first
asked to locate the peripheral target (or indicate that it did not appear) and then identify
the central target.
Auditory Task Stimuli
During the auditory task, participants were asked to listen to a target-distracter
word pair and then make a response based on the last letter of the target word. Stimuli for
the auditory task were chosen from a list of 1,034 words that have normative ratings with
respect to pleasure (or valence), arousal, and dominance (Bradley & Lang, 1999). The
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experimenter digitally recorded all of the words at a normal volume and pace into a
single wav file. Next, the file was divided into 1,034 individual word files using
Wavepad Master’s Edition 3.05. Then, Wavepad’s auto trim and normalize functions
were used to remove silent regions at the beginning and end of each word and to equalize
the volume of the loudest peak.
In order to create a set of possible target-distracter word pairs to be used in
Experiment 2, the words were first divided into three valence categories (i.e., positive,
neutral, and negative) based on the ratings reported by Bradley and Lang (1999).
Dividing words into valence categories would also make it possible, in Experiment 2, to
determine if negative words have a greater impact on the FFoV (see Dressel & Atchley,
2005). The reported valence ratings ranged from 1.25 to 8.82 and the three categories
were created using each word’s percentile rank within this range. Those words that fell
within the top 1/3 (valence ratings between 6.50 and 8.82) were classified as positive
words; those in the middle 1/3 (valence ratings between 4.01 and 6.49) were neutral; and
those in the bottom 1/3 (valence ratings between 1.25 and 4.0) were negative. Using this
criterion, 346 words were positive, 344 were neutral, and 344 were negative.
Target-distracter word pairs were created using the following criteria: (a) neither
word could be a homonym (e.g., sale and sell) because the auditory task required
participants to make responses based on the last letter of the target word; (b) the two
words could not end in the same letter; (c) the two words had to come from the same
valence category; and (d) the two words had to be similar in duration (ms).
Because auditory task responses were based upon the last letter of the target word
in the target-distracter word pairs, it was also necessary to select target words that would
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create a similar distribution of ending letters (e.g., the same number of target words
ending in the letters m and r). The original list of 1,034 words did not have an equal
distribution of ending letters across the alphabet (i.e., not an equal number of words
ending in the letters m and r) or across valence categories (i.e., not an equal number of
negative, neutral, and positive words ending in s). Thus, it was necessary to determine
which ending letters would allow for equal distribution across valence categories and a
similar distribution across the alphabet. With these constraints in mind, 300 word pairs
were created to be tested in the current experiment in order to develop a final set of 216
pairs to be used in Experiment 2 (144 word pairs to correspond with each of the 144
visual trials during the dual-task condition and 72 word pairs for the auditory task
performed in isolation or the single-task condition).
Computerized Questionnaire on Cell Phone Ownership and Usage while Driving
In addition to completing the visual and auditory tasks, some participants were
also asked to complete a computerized test designed to collect information on other
factors that may influence dual-task performance (e.g., cellular phone ownership, usage
information, usage while driving; see Appendix A for a copy of the questions from the
computerized questionnaire). Even though results of this questionnaire may be useful for
explaining performance differences in Experiment 2, the purpose of including the
questionnaire in this experiment was strictly to get an estimate of the amount of time that
would be required to complete all of the tasks that would be performed in Experiment 2.
So, the results from this questionnaire are not discussed further.
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Procedure
Overview
Due to the various goals of the experiment and time limitations (i.e., 1-hr
experiment), all 31 participants did not complete the same tasks. One of the main goals of
the experiment was to determine the presentation time to be used for target screens during
the FFoV task in Experiment 2. Therefore, the first 24 participants enrolled in the current
experiment were asked to complete three blocks of the visual task, with the amount of
time that visual items were visible on the screen varied between blocks.
The second goal of the experiment was to determine the auditory stimuli (i.e.,
word pairs) to be used in Experiment 2. Two participants heard the 300 target-distracter
word pairs and were asked to type the last letter of the target words. These 2 participants
also completed one block of visual trials.
The third and final goal of the experiment was to determine the amount of time
required to complete all of the tasks that would be performed in Experiment 2 (i.e., the
visual and auditory tasks and the computerized questionnaire). So, the remaining 5
participants were asked to complete one block of the visual task in isolation (144 trials),
one block of the auditory task in isolation (72 trials with verbal responses instead of key
presses), and one block of the visual/auditory combined task (dual-task condition; 144
trials) which is described in more detail in the next chapter, and the computerized
questionnaire. Table 1 provides specific information on the tasks completed by each
participant during the current experiment.
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Participants were tested one at a time, and the one-session experiment was
completed in approximately 1 hour. After arriving to the experimental location,
participants were seated at the computer workstation and then asked to read and sign a
consent form (see Appendix B). Next, they were asked to place their chin in the chin rest
and then encouraged to adjust the height of their chair to put them at the height/position
that was most comfortable. Then, those participants who completed the version of the
auditory task that required verbal responses were asked to count to five into the
microphone at their normal volume to make sure their voice was being registered by the
microphone. Before beginning the experiment, participants read instructions and
completed practice trials (with feedback) for both the visual and auditory tasks. After
completing the practice trials, participants began the experiment.
Visual Task – FFoV Measure
During the visual task used in the current research, participants were asked to
identify a central target while simultaneously localizing a peripheral target presented at
various eccentricities from the center of the screen.
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Table 1
Tasks Completed by the 31 Participants in Experiment 1
Participant

Visual 95
225 ms4

Visual 135
275 ms4

Visual 175
325 ms4

Visual 225
375 ms4

Visual 285 New
325 ms3

Auditory Task
(T = typed responses;
V = verbal responses)

Combined
visual/auditory (# of
trials completed of
144)

Computerized
Questionnaire

60

1
Yes
Yes
Yes
2
Yes
Yes
Yes
3
Yes
Yes
Yes
4
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes1
Yes1
5
Yes1
6
Yes
Yes
Yes
7
Yes
Yes
Yes
8
Yes
Yes
Yes
9
Yes
Yes
Yes
10
Yes
Yes
Yes
11
Yes
Yes
Yes
12
Yes
Yes
Yes
13
Yes
Yes
Yes
14
Yes
Yes
Yes
15
Yes
Yes
Yes
16
Yes
Yes
Yes
17
Yes
Yes
Yes
18
Yes
Yes
Yes
19
Yes
Yes
Yes
20
Yes
Yes
Yes
21
Yes
Yes
Yes
22
Yes
Yes
Yes
23
Yes
Yes
Yes
24
Yes
Yes
Yes
25
Yes
Yes, T (300 words)
26
Yes
Yes, T (300 words)
Yes
27
Yes
Yes, V
Yes, 1082
Yes
28
Yes
Yes, V
Yes, 1082
29
Yes
Yes, V
Yes, 144
Yes
30
Yes
Yes, V
Yes, 362
Yes, 144
31
Yes2
TOTAL n Completed
5
23
24
19
4
6
2
3
1
Completed trials at 60Hz, so not included in analyses; 2 Did not complete all trials for the task; 3 Timing after bitmap load time issue resolved; 4 Timing reflects refresh rate of 85Hz
+ average bitmap loading time for the masking screen (approximately 125 ms); 5 These numbers reflect the number of screen refreshes for the visual target screens

Trial sequence. Each trial of the visual task was made up of several different
screens: (a) a fixation screen that was displayed for 1 second, (b) a target screen that was
displayed for a pre-determined amount of time (discussed in more detail in the next
section), (c) a masking screen that was displayed for 1 second, (d) an untimed peripheral
target localization screen that was displayed until a response was made, and (e) an
untimed central target identification screen that was displayed until a response was made.
Figure 6 provides a graphical representation of the trial sequence for the visual task.
Participants were asked to make two decisions about the items that appeared on
the target screens (screen 2 in Figure 6). On the first untimed response screen,
participants were asked to indicate where the peripheral target (i.e., the diamond) was
located. Responses were made by clicking one of the 24 possible target positions or the
center box which read “None” to indicate that no diamond appeared on the target screen
(i.e., a target-absent trial). On the second untimed response screen, participants were
asked to identify the central target (i.e., one of four shapes) by clicking on the shape that
appeared inside the center box on the target screen. Participants completed a total of 144
trials per block (96 target-present trials and 48 target-absent trials).
Performance measures. For each trial of the visual task, participants were asked
to make two judgments (i.e., localize the peripheral target if present and identify the
central target). See screens 4 and 5 of Figure 6 for a representation of these two
judgments. For the current experiment, to be accurate on a given trial during the visual
task, participants had to correctly localize the exact position of the peripheral target as
well as correctly identify the center target.
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Screen 1: Fixation screen
(visible for 1 second)

Screen 2: Target screen
(visible between 225 and 375 ms – main
goal for experiment was to determine this
time)

Screen 3: Masking screen
(visible for 1 second)

Screen 4: Peripheral target localization
(visible until response made)

Screen 5: Central target identification
(visible until response made)

Figure 6. Sequence of screens for each trial of the visual task.
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Presentation times. Because the first goal of this experiment was to determine the
amount of time that the target screens should remain visible in Experiment 2, several
presentation times were tested in this experiment (225 ms, 275 ms, 325 ms, and 375 ms).
The first 24 participants completed three blocks of the visual task and the amount
of time that the target screen (screen 2 in Figure 6) remained visible varied across blocks.
The experimenter controlled the amount of time that the visual targets were visible at the
beginning of a block by specifying the number of screen refreshes for the target screens.
At a screen refresh rate of 85 Hz, 9 screen refreshes meant that the image would remain
visible for approximately 100 ms; 13 refreshes for approximately 150 ms; 17 refreshes
for 200 ms; and 22 refreshes for approximately 250 ms. However, a timing error was
discovered after the first 26 participants completed the experiment. For each trial, the
target screen remained visible until a masking screen appeared. Because of the way that
the program was initially developed, the bitmap image of the masking screen was taking
approximately 122 ms to load (M = 122.2, SD = 13.5), which meant that each visual
target screen was visible for approximately 125 ms longer than assumed. In Table 1, the
first column shows the participant number, the 2nd through 5th columns show the four
visual presentation times tested on the first 24 participants. The milliseconds (ms)
reported in these four columns represent the assumed presentation time + the bitmap load
time for the masking screen (e.g., 9 refreshes assumed as 100 ms + 125 ms bitmap load =
225 ms). For the last 5 participants (and all participants in Experiment 2), a correction
was made to the program which reduced the bitmap load time for the masking screen to
less than 1 ms. After this correction, the assumed presentation time determined by
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specifying the number of screen refreshes was considered to be equal to the actual
presentation time (e.g., 28 refreshes assumed to be approximately 325 ms).
In summary, the first 6 participants completed three blocks of the visual task at
three different target presentation times (225 ms, 275 ms, and 325 ms). One of these
participants completed the visual task with the monitor set to 60 Hz and is therefore not
included in future analyses. The next 18 participants (participants 7 through 24) also
completed three blocks of the visual task, but with target presentation times of 275, 325,
and 375 ms. The next 2 participants (25 and 26) completed one block of the visual task,
one with a presentation time of 325 ms and the other with a presentation time of 375 ms.
These 2 participants also completed the auditory task (described below).
Auditory Task
Participants 25 and 26 were asked to listen to 300 target-distracter word pairs and
to type the last letter of the target word for each word pair. The relevant speaker (i.e., the
one the target word was presented from) changed after every 75 trials. One participant
started with the relevant speaker on the left and the other started with the relevant speaker
on the right. Participants were considered accurate on a given trial if the letter they typed
matched the last letter of the target word for that trial.
Combined Visual and Auditory Task (Dual-task Condition) and the Computerized
Questionnaire
The third goal of this experiment was to determine the amount of time required to
complete all tasks that would be performed in Experiment 2. These tasks included one
block of the visual task in isolation (144 trials), one block of the auditory task in isolation
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(72 trials), one block of the visual and auditory tasks together (dual task condition; 144
combined trials with verbal responses to the auditory task), and the computerized
questionnaire. Thus, the last 5 participants in this experiment (i.e., participants 27 through
31) were not only asked to perform the visual and auditory tasks described above in
isolation, but were also asked to perform the two tasks together (dual-task condition) as
well as to complete the computerized questionnaire. However, because the only purpose
of including these additional tasks in this experiment (i.e., the dual-task condition and the
computerized questionnaire) was to determine the amount of time required to complete
all tasks, the results (i.e., accuracy, cell phone usage statistics) of these two tasks were not
analyzed and are not discussed further. However, these additional tasks will be discussed
in more detail in Experiment 2.
Results
Goal 1: Determining the Visual Task Presentation Time
Figure 7 shows the results from the visual task including the number of people
who saw visual trials at each target presentation time and their percentage accuracy as a
function of peripheral target distance from the center of the screen.
325 ms was chosen as the presentation time to be used in Experiment 2 because,
at this presentation time: (a) accuracy decreased as a function of peripheral target
distance, (b) ceiling and floor effects were not observed (i.e., even at the closest distance
of 4º, participants only got 83.7% of the target-present trials correct and at the farthest
distance of 24º, they got 42.7% correct), leaving room for accuracy to drop when the
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auditory task was added, (c) there was a reduced likelihood (compared to 375 ms) that
eye movements would be initiated during a given trial.
Goal 2: Determining the Auditory Stimuli to be Used in Experiment 2.
Results from the 2 participants who heard all 300 target-distracter word pairs and
responded by pressing the last letter of the target word were used to determine which
pairs would be used in Experiment 2. Eight of the original 300 word pairs were discarded
from consideration because neither participant got them correct. Of the remaining 292
pairs, 216 were selected and divided into three lists of 72 word pairs (72 that would be
used in the single-task condition and 144 that would be used in the dual-task condition).
The three lists that were created did not differ from one another with respect to the
number of pairs from each valence category (24 positive, 24 neutral, and 24 negative in
each list), the target word speaker (36 left and 36 right), the average accuracy of
participants 25 and 26, or the average target or distracter word valence rating reported by
Bradley and Lang (1999) (see Table 2).
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Percentage Correct

70%
60%

66.84%

55.83%

50%
42.71%
37.68%

40%
30%

40.35%

28.33%
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Amount of time targets were present

Figure 7. Accuracy for target-present trials on the visual task as a function of presentation time and peripheral target distance
(i.e., eccentricity).

Table 2
Characteristics of the Three Lists of Target-Distracter Word Pairs Developed in
Experiment 1 and Used in Experiment 2
Variable

List 1
Word pairs

List 2
Word pairs

List 3
Word pairs

Total All Lists
Word Pairs

Last letter of target word
D
E
G
H
L
M
N
R
S
T
Y
K
P
Total

6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
3
3
72

6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
3
3
72

6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
3
3
72

18
18
18
18
18
18
18
18
18
18
18
9
9
216

Valence category
Positive
Neutral
Negative
Total

24
24
24
72

24
24
24
72

24
24
24
72

72
72
72
216

Target word speaker
Left
Right
Total

36
36
72

36
36
72

36
36
72

108
108
216

Average Accuracy of participants
25 and 26*

88.89%

92.36%

87.50%

89.58%

Average Bradley and Lang (1999)
target word valence rating*

5.19

5.13

5.15

5.15

Average Bradley and Lang (1999)
distracter word valence rating*

5.11

5.15

5.23

5.16

*

No significant difference between the three lists (all Fs < 1.25)
Goal 3: Determining the Amount of Time Required to Complete All Tasks
As Table 1 shows, for the 5 participants who were asked to complete all tasks

(participants 27 through 31), only 1 participant (participant 29) began and completed all
tasks within the allotted 1-hr timeframe. All other participants had to be stopped in the
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middle of completing a task (see footnote 2 for Table 1) or did not begin some of the
tasks (participants 30 and 31). Because of this, the experimental session time was
increased to 1 and ½ hour for Experiment 2 to ensure that participants would have
enough time to complete the necessary tasks.
Summary of Experiment 1
The purpose of this experiment was to develop the experimental materials to be
used in the main experiment (Experiment 2). Specific goals were to determine the amount
of time that visual target screens would remain visible, the auditory target-distracter word
pairs to be used, and the amount of time required to complete all tasks during Experiment
2. Visual task accuracy from the first 26 participants was used to determine that 325 ms
would be an appropriate presentation time to allow for variability in performance as a
function of peripheral target eccentricity and also for performance decrements with the
addition of the auditory task (see Figure 7). Auditory task results from 2 participants were
used to discard word pairs and to create three lists of target-distracter word pairs that
were equal with respect to target last letters, valence category distribution, auditory target
side, valence ratings, and percentage correct (see Table 2). Finally, the performance of
the last 5 participants suggested that 1 hour was not enough time to complete all of the
tasks for Experiment 2, so the total time allotment was increased to 1 and ½ hour.
The next chapter discusses the main experiment of this research which utilized the
materials developed in the current experiment to examine the nature of visual processing
decrements that occur with the addition of an auditory task. That is, Experiment 2 will
examine how performance on the visual task (a measure of the FFoV) is influenced by
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the concurrent performance of the auditory task. Specifically, Experiment 2 will compare
the three theories introduced in the literature review and depicted in Figure 1: (a) reduced
functional field of view/tunnel vision, (b) inattention blindness/general interference, and
(c) crossmodal links in spatial attention.
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CHAPTER IV
EXPERIMENT 2
Introduction
The purpose of the current experiment was to examine the impact of an auditory
task on visual information processing within a single fixation. Specifically, the
experiment utilized the experimental materials/tasks developed in Experiment 1 to
compare the three main theories discussed in the literature review and determine the
nature of visual processing decrements and the spread of visual attention that occurs
during the performance of a concurrent auditory task.
The main goal of Experiment 2 was to determine which areas of the visual field
suffer the most degradation with the addition of an auditory task. If tunnel vision or a
reduced functional field of view occurs, degradation will be greatest for the most
peripheral areas of the visual field. If general interference or inattention blindness occurs,
a similar degradation will occur across all areas of the visual field. Finally, if there are
crossmodal links in spatial attention, degradation will vary with the location of the
auditory message.
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Method
Participants
Fifty-one Mississippi State University (MSU) undergraduate students (29 males
and 22 females) with 20/20 or corrected to 20/20 vision participated in the experiment.
All participants were enrolled in psychology courses at MSU during the Spring 2007
semester and were recruited using an advertisement posted on the Department of
Psychology’s web page. Participants received experimental credit in their respective
courses for participating in the 1 and ½-hour experiment. The mean age of participants
was 19.9 years (SD = 3.3). Thirty-six participants were Caucasian or White, 14 were
Black or African American, and 1 was Native Hawaiian or Other Pacific Islander. All 51
participants indicated that they owned a cellular phone and had talked on it while driving.
Apparatus and Materials
All 51 participants in the current experiment completed the four tasks described in
Experiment 1: a visual task, an auditory task, a combined visual and auditory task, and a
computerized questionnaire. The apparatus and materials used in the current experiment
were identical to those used in the previous experiment, but only 216 of the 300 auditory
target-distracter word pairs were used in this experiment, based on the results of
Experiment 1.
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Procedure
Overview
Upon arrival, participants were seated at the computer workstation and then asked
to read and sign a consent form (Appendix C). After signing the consent form
participants were asked to place their chin in the chin rest and then encouraged to adjust
the height of their chair to reach a comfortable height/position. Next, participants were
asked to count to five at their normal volume to ensure that their voice was registered and
recorded by the microphone and computer program. Before beginning the experiment,
participants read instructions and completed practice trials (with feedback) for the visual
and auditory tasks. After they finished the practice trials, participants began the
experiment.
During the one-session, 1 and ½-hour experiment, all 51 participants completed
the visual and auditory tasks as well as the computerized questionnaire. The visual and
auditory tasks were performed in isolation (i.e., single-task condition) and together (i.e.,
dual-task condition). During the dual-task condition, ½ of the auditory targets were
presented from the same side as the visual targets (same-side or congruent trials) and the
other ½ were presented from the opposite side (different-side or incongruent trials).
During the visual task, participants were asked to localize peripheral targets that occurred
at one of four distances from the center of the screen: 4º, 8º, 16º, and 24º. Table 3 shows
the treatment structure for the current experiment.
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Table 3
Treatment Structure for Experiment 2
Peripheral target distance
4°

8°

16°

Condition

Visual/auditory location congruency

Single-task

N/A

single task

Same-side
Different-side

Congruent
Incongruent

Dual-task

24°

Visual Task – FFoV Measure
The visual task used in this experiment was identical to the visual task described
in Experiment 1 (see Figure 6 for the sequence of screens for each trial of the visual task).
The only difference is that all participants in the current experiment completed the task
with a target screen presentation time of 325 ms, the time established in Experiment 1.
Recall that during the visual task participants were asked to make two judgments about
the target screens: (a) localize a peripheral target and (b) identify a central target. In
addition, the peripheral targets were located at one of four distances from the center of
the screen (i.e., 4º, 8º, 16º, and 24º). For the current experiment, performance on the
peripheral and central task judgments was considered separately. That is, if a participant
correctly determined the exact location of the peripheral target, he/she was correct on the
peripheral component. And, if a participant correctly identified the central target, he/she
was correct on the central component.
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Auditory Task
The auditory task used in this experiment was identical to the auditory task
described in Experiment 1. However, all participants in the current experiment only heard
the 216 (three lists of 72) target-distracter word pairs selected in Experiment 1. In
addition, all participants in the current experiment made verbal responses to the word
pairs. That is, for each trial, participants heard a pair of words (one word from the left
speaker and one word from the right speaker) and were asked to generate a new word
based on the last letter of the target word. For example, if the target-distracter word pair
was (dog-cat), then any word that began with “g” (i.e., the last letter of the target word,
dog) was a correct response. Participants were instructed to try to not use the same word
twice in a row for a repeated letter. For example, if participants heard the target word
“dog” and said the word “girl” then the next time they heard a target word ending in g,
they should try to use a new g word (e.g., “ground”). The relevant speaker for target
words changed after every 36 trials and participants were told (via instructions on the
computer screen) which speaker was the target speaker for a given set of trials. So, if a
participant began by listening for auditory targets on the right speaker, then for the next
set of trials, he/she would be instructed to listen for auditory target words on the left
speaker. In addition to the screen that informed participants of the relevant screen for a
given set of trials, a beep occurred at the beginning of each trial as an additional cue
about the relevant auditory target location. So, for each trial during the auditory task, a
fixation screen appeared first and this screen was initially accompanied by a beep from
the relevant auditory target speaker. Next, while the fixation screen remained unchanged,
an auditory target-distracter word pair was presented from the computer speakers (the
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target on one speaker and the distracter on the other). Lastly, an auditory response prompt
screen appeared indicating that the participant should make a verbal response based on
the target word, and then click on the screen to continue to the next trial. For the auditory
task, participants were considered accurate on a given trial if the word they generated
began with the last letter of the target word.
Combined Visual and Auditory Task
During the current experiment, in addition to performing the visual and auditory
tasks in isolation (i.e., single-task condition), participants also performed the two tasks at
the same time (i.e., dual-task condition).
Trial sequence. Each trial in the dual-task condition was made up of several
different screens/stimuli: (a) a fixation screen that was displayed for 1 second along with
a beep that emanated from the target speaker, (b) a visual target screen that was displayed
for 325 ms along with an auditory target-distracter word pair, (c) a masking screen that
was displayed for 1 second, (d) an untimed visual peripheral target localization screen
that was displayed until a response was made, (e) an untimed central target identification
screen that was displayed until a response was made, and (f) an auditory response prompt
screen that was displayed until the participant clicked the mouse to indicate that he/she
had said a word aloud. Figure 8 provides a graphical representation of the trial sequence
for the combined task (i.e., dual-task condition).
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Screen 1: Fixation and beep (1 second)

Screen 4: Peripheral target localization
(visible until response made)

Screen 2: Target screen and auditory
target-distracter word pair (325 ms)

Screen 5: Central target identification
(visible until response made)

Screen 3: Masking screen

Screen 6: Auditory response prompt (visible
until response made)

Figure 8. Sequence of screens/stimuli for each trial of the combined task.
Performance measures. For the combined task, three performance measures were
collected during each trial: performance on the peripheral component of the visual task,
performance on the central component of the visual task, and performance on the
auditory task. Thus, participants had three opportunities for error on each trial.
Because accuracy for peripheral targets served as a measure of the distribution of
visual attention and was the main variable of interest for comparing the three theories
(i.e., examining the condition x eccentricity interaction and the congruency effect), it was
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necessary to determine how peripheral target accuracy would be examined. That is, one
possibility was to only examine peripheral target accuracy for those trials in which a
participant was correct on the other two components (i.e., central target identification and
auditory word generation) to ensure that participants were attending to all tasks.
However, conflating all three task components meant that there were greater
opportunities for errors for a given trial, reducing the number of trials available for
analyses and creating inconsistent denominators for calculating percentage correct across
the distances. For example, during the combined task there were 96 trials in which a
peripheral target was present (24 peripheral targets at 4º, 8º, 16º, and 24º). If peripheral
target accuracy was considered separately (i.e., accuracy on the central and auditory tasks
were not a prerequisite), then accuracy for each peripheral target distance was the
proportion correct out of the 24 target-present trials at that distance, and comparisons
between the distances were based on the same denominator (e.g., 100% correct for a
given distance meant that the participant correctly localized 24 of 24 targets at that
distance). However, if peripheral target accuracy was only examined for those trials in
which participants were accurate on the central and auditory tasks, the denominator for
each calculation might vary. For example, if participants were only correct on the central
and auditory task for 5 of the 24 trials in which a peripheral target occurred at 24º, then
accuracy for the peripheral task was the proportion correct for those five trials (e.g.,
100% correct for 24º would mean that a participant correctly localized five of the five
peripheral targets). But, if participants were correct on the central and auditory
components for 20 of the 24 trials in which a peripheral target occurred at 8º, then
accuracy for the peripheral task was the proportion correct for those 20 trials (e.g., 100%
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correct for 8º would mean that a participant correctly localized 20 of the 20 peripheral
targets).
In addition, correct performance on the central and auditory tasks did not
necessarily reflect attention to those tasks. That is, even when participants were paying
attention to those tasks, they may have been inaccurate on some trials. Likewise, when
participants were not paying attention to those tasks, they may have gotten some trials
correct just by chance.
Due to the reasons discussed above, the decision was made to consider the three
measures separately for each trial instead of requiring correct judgments for center and
auditory accuracy before considering peripheral task accuracy. Participant attention to the
central and auditory tasks was supported by the fact that all participants included in the
analyses, on average, identified the center target correctly on 79.38% of the trials. The
minimum average for center task accuracy was 48.96%, which was above chance
(25.00% with four options). In addition, the average word accuracy for participants was
88.61% (with a minimum of 56.02%). Thus, it appears that participants attempted to
perform well on all three components.
For forthcoming analyses, a participant was considered accurate on the peripheral
component if he/she correctly determined the exact location of the peripheral target
(when peripheral targets were present). A participant was correct on the central
component if he/she correctly identified the central target. And, a participant was correct
on the auditory component if he/she generated a new word that began with the last letter
of a target word.
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Computerized Questionnaire
In addition to completing the main tasks of interest for the current research,
participants also completed a computerized questionnaire designed to measure cellular
phone ownership and usage patterns (see Appendix A). It is possible that experience and
usage patterns may influence performance during the dual-task condition. As Williams
(1995) suggests, it is possible that participants with more experience talking on cellular
phones while driving are better able to divide attention across modalities and may be less
likely to experience tunnel vision/a reduced FFoV.
Task, List, and Trial Order Assignment
In order to reduce the likelihood of any task order effects on the main variables of
interest (visual and auditory task performance), participants were assigned to one of two
task orders: (a) single-task condition first (auditory task in isolation, visual task in
isolation, then auditory and visual combined task) or (b) dual-task condition first
(auditory and visual combined task, visual task in isolation, then auditory task in
isolation). 25 participants completed the single-task condition first (task order a) and 26
completed the dual-task condition first (task order b).
Next, because there were three lists of auditory target-distracter word pairs, the
list of word pairs that participants heard during the single-task condition varied. That is,
18 participants heard list 1 when they performed the auditory task in isolation and then
lists 2 and 3 when they performed the auditory task with the visual task. Sixteen
participants heard list 2 in the single-task condition and lists 1 and 3 in the dual-task
condition. Finally, 17 participants heard list 3 in the single-task condition and lists 1 and
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2 in the dual-task condition. In addition, 26 participants began listening for auditory
targets on the left speaker and 25 began listening for auditory targets on the right speaker.
Participants were also assigned to one of four trial orders for the visual and
auditory tasks. Thirteen participants were assigned to trial order 1, 13 to trial order 2, 12
to trial order 3, and 13 to trial order 4.
Results
Participant Data Screening
In the current experiment, individual thresholds for each participant were not
calculated as in Atchley & Dressel (2004). Instead, target screen presentation time was
held constant and peripheral target distance from the center of the screen was
manipulated. Thus, participants received accuracy scores as a function of task condition,
peripheral target distance, and auditory/visual target congruency. Because of this, it was
necessary to develop criteria for removing inaccurate participants whose scores deviated
from the rest of the group.
First, it was necessary to define good performance on the visual, auditory and
combined tasks. Recall that during the visual tasks, participants were asked to make two
judgments about the target screens: if/where a peripheral target was present and what
shape appeared in the center of the screen. Because this test was designed to measure the
spread of attention or FFoV, it was necessary to determine if participants were attempting
to perform both the central and peripheral tasks. Thus, performance on the central and
peripheral tasks was considered separately. This would help ensure that participants
weren’t focusing attention only on one task to the detriment of the other (e.g., focusing
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only on the central target, but not the peripheral target). Next, recall that for the visual
task, participants were presented with some trials in which no peripheral target was
present and some trials in which a peripheral target was present. If participants believed
that no peripheral target appeared, they were instructed to click on a square in the center
of the screen that read “None.” However, if participants believed that a peripheral target
appeared, they were instructed to click on the location (1 of 24 possible positions) where
they believed the target was presented. Good performance on this task would be to click
“None” when targets were absent and to click the appropriate location when targets were
present. However, it was possible that some participants may have adopted the strategy of
always clicking “None” or always indicating that a target was present by clicking on one
of the 24 possible locations. Thus, instead of combining peripheral target accuracy for
target-present and target-absent trials, these two performance components were
considered separately during initial data screening.
Considering these components of good performance and the task instructions
given to participants with respect to task response order, the following paragraphs explain
how and why particular participants were removed before analyses.
Two participants were removed because they did not follow instructions with
respect to the order of responses for the combined task (i.e., they gave verbal responses to
the auditory targets before responding to the visual task). Next, univariate outliers were
identified by examining standardized scores on the following critical performance
variables: (a) visual task center accuracy for target-absent trials, (b) visual task peripheral
accuracy for target-absent trials (i.e., a lack of false alarms), (c) visual task center
accuracy for target-present trials, (d) visual task peripheral accuracy for target-present
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trials, (e) combined task center accuracy for target-absent trials, (f) combined task
peripheral accuracy for target-absent trials (i.e., a lack of false alarms), (g) combined task
center accuracy for target-present trials, (h) combined task peripheral accuracy for targetpresent trials, (i) auditory task word accuracy, and (j) combined task word accuracy.
Target-absent and target-present trials were considered separately in data screening in
order to identify participants who may have performed poorly on one or the other. By
considering the two types of trials together, participant accuracy may not have appeared
different than the mean because a participant could have performed well on target-absent
trials by indicating that no target was present on any trial but performed poorly on targetpresent trials using that same response strategy.
Four participants were removed because their accuracy scores fell more than three
standard deviations below the mean (i.e., z value less than -3.0) on a particular variable
(Mertler & Vannatta, 2002, p. 28). Two additional participants were removed because
their peripheral accuracy for the 48 target-absent trials during the dual-task condition was
0.0%. Of these two participants, one indicated that a peripheral target was present on
every trial and the other indicated that a peripheral target was present on all but 1 trials of
the combined task. No multivariate outliers were identified based on the comparison of
Mahalanobis distance scores to a chi-square critical value of 29.6 (Mertler & Vannatta,
2002, p. 29). Thus, after removing 2 participants who did not follow instructions and 6
who were identified by univariate data screening techniques, 43 participants remained
and their data were used in the analyses described below.
For the remaining 43 participants, the minimum score on center task accuracy
across all visual and combined task trials was 48.96% (average = 79.38%), which was
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above 25.00% chance (i.e., they selected one of four possible center targets for the center
task). The minimum score on peripheral task accuracy was 29.17% (average = 78.26%),
which was also above 4.00% chance (i.e., they selected 1 of 24 target locations or “none”
to indicate no peripheral target was present). In addition, the minimum word accuracy
across all auditory and combined task trials was 56.02% (average = 88.61%). Thus, it
appears that participants were not neglecting any of the tasks.
Task, List, and Trial Order Effects
Before attempting to compare the three theories, it was first necessary to examine
any extraneous effects such as task, list, and trial order. As previously noted, participants
were assigned to one of two task orders, one of three auditory lists, one of two sideattended first conditions, and one of four trial list orders. An examination of the impact of
task order, auditory list, attended first, and list order on the 10 critical performance
variables revealed the following significant effects: (a) impact of task order on combined
task peripheral accuracy for target-present trials, F(1, 42) = 4.12, p < .05; (b) side
attended first on visual task peripheral accuracy for target-absent trials, F(1, 42) = 4.55, p
< .05, and (c) side attended first on combined task peripheral accuracy for target-absent
trials, F(1, 42) = 4.75, p < .05. A closer examination of the data reveals practice effects
such that participants who began in the single-task condition performed better on the
combined task (i.e., dual task condition) than those who began with the combined task
(80.2% accuracy for those who began with the single-task condition, 66.8% for those
who began with the dual-task condition). In addition, participants who began listening
for auditory targets on the right side were more likely to say that missing peripheral
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targets were absent than those who began listening to auditory targets on the left side
(90.35% versus 79.25% for the visual task in isolation and 86.51% versus 70.05% for the
combined or dual-task condition). It is unclear why side attended first would impact
performance on target-absent trials. However, task order effects may represent practice
effects in that additional practice with the visual task may reduce the impact of the
auditory task on peripheral task performance. Thus, task order will be included as a
between-subjects factor in forthcoming analyses involving peripheral target accuracy
during the combined task.
In the following analyses, Greenhouse-Geisser adjusted degrees of freedom are
reported for within-subject F ratios. The Greenhouse-Geisser is a procedure used to
reduce the number of degrees of freedom to correct for the violation of the homogeneity
of variance assumption (Winer, 1962). This correction was used because the sphericity
assumption was violated in most repeated-measures analyses.
Reduced FFoV/Tunnel Vision Versus Inattention Blindness/General Interference
The visual task in the current experiment was designed to be a measure of the
FFoV. Participants were asked to perform a central identification task (i.e., identify one
of four objects at the center of fixation) and a peripheral localization task (i.e., indicate
where a peripheral target was located). Participant accuracy on the peripheral task served
as a measure of the distribution of visual attention.
Table 3 demonstrates that, during the visual task, participants were asked to detect
peripheral targets at one of four eccentricities (4º, 8º, 16° or 24º from the center target)
and that the visual task was performed in isolation (single-task condition, gray shaded
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boxes) and while simultaneously completing an auditory task (dual-task condition, solid
white and dotted white boxes). During the dual-task condition, visual peripheral targets
occurred on the same (solid white boxes) or different side (dotted white boxes) as the tobe-attended speaker (i.e., visual/auditory location congruency).
The first two theories to be compared are reduced FFoV or tunnel vision and
inattention blindness or general interference. Recall that the key prediction for the
reduced FFoV/tunnel vision theory was that degradation in visual task performance
brought about by the addition of the auditory task would vary as a function of target
eccentricity. That is, adding the auditory task (i.e., dual-task condition) would lead to a
disproportionate decrease in performance for targets at the farthest eccentricities (see the
top and bottom lines of Figure 3). On the other hand, the inattention blindness/general
interference theory predicts that adding the auditory task will lead to a similar decrease in
performance across all eccentricities (see the top two parallel lines in Figure 3). Table 4
shows the key predictions for all three theories (including crossmodal links in spatial
attention) with respect to peripheral target performance.
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Table 4
Key Predictions for the Three Theories
Effect
Condition x distance
interaction?
Visual/auditory
location congruency?

Reduced
FFoV/Tunnel
vision
Yes

Inattention
blindness/General
interference
No

Crossmodal links
in spatial attention

N/A

N/A

Yes

N/A

Peripheral Task Accuracy
In order to compare the first two theories, a repeated measures ANOVA with two
within-subjects factors (condition and distance) and one between-subjects factor (task
order) was conducted on the peripheral target accuracy data. The key prediction for each
theory pertains to the condition x distance (i.e., eccentricity) interaction and is shown in
the top row of Table 4 as well as Figure 3.
Figures 9-11 show peripheral localization accuracy for target-present trials as a
function of task condition (single- versus dual-task condition), distance (4, 8, 16, and 24
degrees), and task order (single-task condition first versus dual-task condition first). The
ANOVA revealed significant main effects of condition, F(1, 41) = 8.78, p < .01, ηp2 =
.18, and distance, F(1.51, 61.89) = 83.18, p < .001, ηp2 = .67, as well as a significant
condition x task order interaction, F(1, 41) = 5.72, p < .03, ηp2 = .12. These results and
Figures 9-11 suggest that for participants who completed the visual task in isolation
followed by the combined task, performance on peripheral target localization does not
differ by condition (i.e., they correctly localized as many peripheral targets in the singleand dual-task conditions). However, if participants began with the combined task (i.e.,
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dual-task condition first) and then completed the visual task, there was a significant
difference between performance on the visual versus combined task. So, it appears that
practice with the visual task can improve performance on the combined task, reducing or
eliminating the interference.
More importantly for the comparison between the first two theories, there was no
condition x distance interaction, F(2.23, 91.53) = .45, p < .66, ηp2 = .01, or condition x
distance x task order interaction, F(2.23, 91.53) = 2.40, p < .10, ηp2 = .06. Thus, even
though performance on the peripheral task decreased as a function of peripheral target
distance (which is predicted by both theories), performance decrements were not greater
for the most peripheral targets: Performance decrements occur equally across all areas of
the visual field. Even though practice effects were observed as a function of task order,
neither task order demonstrated a reduction in the functional field of view. Comparing the
lines in Figure 9 to those in Figure 3, the results support the general
interference/inattention blindness theory.
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Figure 9. Performance on the visual peripheral target localization task as a function of
task condition and peripheral target distance (all task orders).
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Figure 10. Performance on the visual peripheral target localization task as a function of
task condition and peripheral target distance (single-task condition first task order).
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Figure 11. Performance on the visual peripheral target localization task as a function of
task condition and peripheral target distance (dual-task condition first task order).
In follow-up research, Dressel and Atchley (2005) suggested that, compared to
positively charged conversations, those with negative emotional content may have an
even greater impact on the UFOV. In the current experiment, negative target-distracter
word pairs were expected to produce a reduction in the FFoV when compared to positive
or neutral pairs. To test this hypothesis, peripheral target accuracy was computed as a
function of word valence (negative, neutral, and positive word pairs) and peripheral target
distance (4, 8, 16, and 24 degrees). Figure 12 shows performance on the peripheral target
localization task for target-present trials as a function of word valence and peripheral
target distance. If Dressel and Atchley’s (2005) hypothesis is correct, there should be a
significant valence x distance interaction such that negative word pairs have a greater
impact on the most peripheral areas compared to positive and neutral items. A repeated
measures ANOVA with two within-subjects factors (word valence and peripheral target
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distance) was conducted and revealed a main effect of peripheral target distance, F(1.628,
68.36) = 66.63, p < .001, ηp2 = .61, but no main effect of valence, F(1.95, 81.90) = .79, p
< .46, ηp2 = .02, and no valence x distance interaction, F(5.29, 222.04) = 1.35, p < .25, ηp2
= .03. These results provide no support for the hypothesis that negatively charged
conversations have a greater impact on the FFoV, for the task and stimuli used in the
current research.
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Figure 12. Performance on the visual peripheral target localization task as a function of
word valence and peripheral target distance (all task orders).
For the analyses discussed thus far in this section, participants were accurate on a
trial if they chose the exact location of the peripheral target (i.e., they clicked on the
correct option out of the 24 available locations). Using this criterion for accuracy, the
results do not provide support for a reduced FFoV with the addition of an auditory task.
In order to rule out the possibility that a different criterion for accuracy might reveal a
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reduced FFoV, seven alternative criteria for trial accuracy were tested. Under the new
criteria, participants were considered correct on a given trial if (a) they reported the
presence of a peripheral target anywhere on the display (i.e., they clicked on any of the
24 locations whenever a target was present), (b) they chose the correct side for the
peripheral target, (c) they chose the correct axis or radial position for the peripheral
target, (d) they chose the correct distance for the peripheral target, (e) they chose the
correct side and distance for the peripheral target, (f) they chose the exact location of the
peripheral target, or (g) they chose the correct center target and the exact location of the
peripheral target (i.e., they were considered accurate on a trial if correct on both
judgments but inaccurate if they were incorrect on either judgment). Option f is the one
that has been reported thus far. Table 5 shows the significance determinations, p values,
and partial eta squared values for each criterion and Figures 13-18 show accuracy (given
each new criterion) as a function of task condition and peripheral target distance.
An examination of Table 5 reveals that only one criterion produced a significant
condition x distance interaction which is predicted by the reduced FFoV/tunnel vision
theory. However, a closer examination of the data (see Figure 18) reveals that the
interaction is not in the direction predicted by the reduced FFoV/tunnel vision theory.
The theory predicts that performance differences between the task conditions should
increase as a function of peripheral target distance (see Figure 3), but Figure 18 shows
that the trend was in the opposite direction.
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Table 5
Results of Repeated Measures ANOVAs on Peripheral Target Accuracy by Performance Criteria
Performance Criterion
Effect

Detected
peripheral
target

Chose correct
side

Chose correct
axis

Chose correct
distance

Chose correct
side and
distance

Chose exact
location

Center correct,
chose exact
location

Within-subjects
NS
p = 0.37
η2p = 0.02

*
p = 0.04
η2p = 0.10

*
p = 0.01
η2p = 0.16

*
p = 0.01
η2p = 0.16

*
p = 0.01
η2p = 0.17

*
p = 0.01
η2p = 0.18

*
p = 0.00
η2p = 0.69

condition * task order

NS
p = 0.65
η2p = 0.01

NS
p = 0.19
η2p = 0.04

NS
p = 0.06
η2p = 0.08

*
p = 0.04
η2p = 0.10

*
p = 0.03
η2p = 0.11

*
p = 0.02
η2p = 0.12

NS
p = 0.20
η2p = 0.04

Distance

*
p = 0.00
η2p = 0.60

*
p = 0.00
η2p = 0.62

*
p = 0.00
η2p = 0.64

*
p = 0.00
η2p = 0.66

*
p = 0.00
η2p = 0.67

*
p = 0.00
η2p = 0.67

*
p = 0.00
η2p = 0.67

distance * task order

NS
p = 0.86
η2p = 0.00

NS
p = 0.88
η2p = 0.00

NS
p = 0.82
η2p = 0.00

NS
p = 0.74
η2p = 0.01

NS
p = 0.75
η2p = 0.01

NS
p = 0.78
η2p = 0.00

NS
p = 0.87
η2p = 0.00

condition * distance

NS
p = 0.08
η2p = 0.06

NS
p = 0.09
η2p = 0.06

NS
p = 0.21
η2p = 0.04

NS
p = 0.57
η2p = 0.02

NS
p = 0.62
η2p = 0.01

NS
p = 0.66
η2p = 0.01

*
p = 0.00
η2p = 0.14

condition * distance * task order

NS
p = 0.45
η2p = 0.02

NS
p = 0.51
η2p = 0.02

NS
p = 0.26
η2p = 0.03

NS
p = 0.08
η2p = 0.06

NS
p = 0.10
η2p = 0.05

NS
p = 0.09
η2p = 0.06

NS
p = 0.08
η2p = 0.06

NS
p = 0.24
η2p = 0.03

NS
p = 0.14
η2p = 0.05

NS
p = 0.13
η2p = 0.05

NS
p = 0.18
η2p = 0.04

NS
p = 0.16
η2p = 0.05

NS
p = 0.17
η2p = 0.05

NS
p = 0.42
η2p = 0.02
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Figure 13. Performance on the visual peripheral target localization task as a function of
task condition and peripheral target distance (detected peripheral target).
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Figure 14. Performance on the visual peripheral target localization task as a function of
task condition and peripheral target distance (chose correct side).
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Figure 15. Performance on the visual peripheral target localization task as a function of
task condition and peripheral target distance (chose correct axis).
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Figure 16. Performance on the visual peripheral target localization task as a function of
task condition and peripheral target distance (chose correct distance).
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Figure 17. Performance on the visual peripheral target localization task as a function of
task condition and peripheral target distance (chose correct side and distance).
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Figure 18. Performance on the visual peripheral target localization task as a function of
task condition and peripheral target distance (center correct, chose exact location).
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Summary of peripheral task accuracy. The results of peripheral target accuracy
reported in this section provides no support for the reduced FFoV/tunnel vision theory.
The prediction of a condition x distance interaction was only found under one criterion
condition, but the interaction was not in the direction predicted by the reduced FFoV
theory. Instead, the results discussed in this section are consistent with the predictions of
the inattention blindness/general interference theory, suggesting that when participants
are performing an auditory and visual task concurrently, attention is withdrawn from the
visual environment, resulting in a similar degradation across all areas of the visual field.
Individual differences. Williams (1995) claimed that there may be individual
differences in the type of degradation experienced when talking while driving (tunnel
vision or reduced FFoV versus general interference or inattention blindness). He
suggested that people with greater experience dividing attention may be less likely to
experience tunnel vision (or a reduced FFoV). In order to test this claim, a principal
components factor analysis with varimax rotation was performed on the questions from
the computerized questionnaire that were most related to cellular phone ownership and
experience (see Appendix A, questions 11 through 17). Two questions (11 and 15) were
not included in the factor analysis because they had zero variance (i.e., all participants
stated that they owned a cellular phone and had talked on it while driving). The factor
analysis revealed two factors with eigenvalues greater than 1, which accounted for
61.11% of the variance. Three questions had a high positive loading on the first factor
(“experience”): the total months owned (combining years and months from question 12),
average minutes talked per month (question 13), and average minutes talked while
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driving (question 16). Two questions had a high positive loading on the second factor
(“usage patterns”): business versus personal calls (question 14) and the location of the
auditory message during cellular phone conversations (question 17).
To test for individual differences in peripheral task performance and to determine
if those with less experience using cellular phones are more likely to experience tunnel
vision, difference scores were calculated for each peripheral target distance (4º, 8º, 16º,
and 24º). These scores represented the difference in accuracy between the single- and
dual-task conditions. For example, if a participant correctly localized 100% of the 4º
peripheral targets in the single-task condition and correctly localized 75% of the 4º in the
dual-task condition, then his/her difference score for 4º peripheral targets would be 25%.
If individual differences impact the peripheral task performance, we might expect that
those with less experience would have higher difference scores for the 16º and 24º
targets. Two separate regressions were conducted to determine if “experience” or “usage
patterns” (i.e., the two factors identified in the factor analysis) would predict difference
scores for 16º and 24º targets. Both regressions revealed that neither factor was a
significant predictor of the 16º and 24º difference scores, p < .89 and p < .71,
respectively.
As an additional individual differences test of the impact of the auditory task on
the type of degradation experienced, an additional difference score was calculated. This
new value reflected the difference between the 24º and 4º difference scores. That is, this
value would show the impact of the auditory task on near (4º) versus far (24º) peripheral
targets. If participants experience tunnel vision, their difference score for the 24º targets
should be higher than their difference score for the 4º targets. For example, if the addition
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of the auditory message reduced peripheral task performance for 24º targets by 30%
while reducing peripheral task performance for 4º targets by 15%, then their score for this
new value would be 15% (30% for 24º targets minus 15% for 4º targets). Regression
analyses with “experience” and “usage patterns” factors as predictors revealed that
neither was a statistically significant predictor of the new difference score. Thus, the
measures used and data collected in the current research do not provide support for
Williams’ (1995) claim that those with less experience will be more likely to experience
tunnel vision or a reduced FFoV. However, it is possible that a different sample with
greater variability on cellular phone ownership or usage patterns might produce
individual differences. All participants in the current experiment indicated that they
owned a cellular phone and had used it while driving.
Signal Detection Analyses
Another way to examine accuracy for peripheral targets is to employ signal
detection theory (SDT; Green & Swets, 1966). This theory distinguishes between two
independent components of performance: (a) the observer’s sensitivity or ability to
differentiate between signal and noise and (b) the observer’s criterion for responding.
SDT proposes that humans set a criterion for deciding whether a signal is present
(response criterion). If the criterion is met, the observer will indicate that the signal was
present. If the criterion is not met, the observer will indicate that the signal was not
present. Observers who have a high response criterion are biased toward stating that a
signal is not present. Participants with a low response criterion (i.e., require minimal
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evidence to respond that a signal is present) are biased toward indicating that a signal is
present.
Supporters of the reduced FFoV theory would predict that sensitivity for
peripheral targets would decline as a function of target distance. That is, the difference in
d′ between single- and dual-task conditions should be greater as peripheral target distance
increases (similar to the accuracy predictions in Figure 3). If attention is withdrawn from
peripheral areas with the addition of the auditory task, then sensitivity to peripheral
targets should show a greater reduction for the highest eccentricity items.
The goal of all signal detection analyses in this experiment was to examine
differences in sensitivity and bias as a function of three independent variables: condition
(single- versus dual-task), distance (4º, 8º, 16º, and 24º), and congruency (same side
versus different side). In order to calculate observer sensitivity and bias for each of these
variables, it was first necessary to define hits and false alarms.
A generic signal detection analysis might define hits and false alarms in terms of
peripheral target detection (i.e., was a peripheral target present? yes or no). In this case,
hits would be identified as those trials in which a peripheral target was present and the
participant indicated that it was present by clicking on any one of the 24 possible target
locations. False alarms would be identified as those trials in which no peripheral target
was present but the participant incorrectly indicated that a target was present by clicking
on any one of the 24 possible locations. This alternative would produce a hit and false
alarm rate for the entire display.
An alternative would be to calculate hit and false alarm rates for each of the 24
possible target locations. In this case, a hit would be defined as those trials in which a
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peripheral target was present and the participant clicked on the exact location of the
target. A false alarm would be defined in a similar way by identifying the false alarms
that occurred at each of the 24 locations. Using these definitions of hits and false alarms,
every target location would have an independent hit and false alarm rate. However, these
rates would be based on a very small number of trials. There were 96 target-present trials
for each condition (four at each of the 24 possible target locations), so hit rates for each
of the 24 locations would be based on only four trials. Likewise, because there were only
48 target-absent trials for each condition and false alarms occurred on only a small subset
of those trials, the majority of locations would have 0 false alarms or a very small false
alarm rate.
A third option was chosen that (a) increases the number of trials used to calculate
hit rates (i.e., more than four used for the previous option), (b) increases the likelihood
for variability in false alarm rates, and (c) provides independent hits and false alarm rates
as a function of condition, distance, and congruency.
This option treats all targets that are equidistant from the center and located on the
same side as the same 'target.' This produces 8 distinct rings on the display: (4º, 8º, 16º,
and 24º on the same side and 4º, 8º, 16º, and 24º on the contralateral side). This option
allows hit and false alarm rates to be computed as a function of congruency and distance
and increases the sampling of hits and false alarms in each target region.
Hits were identified as trials in which a peripheral target was present and the
observer correctly localized the target in its appropriate ring (i.e., the participant chose
the correct side and distance of the peripheral target). False alarms were trials in which a
peripheral target was not present but the observer incorrectly responded that a target was
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present in one of the 8 rings. There were a total of 96 target-present trials and 12 trials
occurred at each of the 8 rings identified (e.g., 12 at 4º same side). Thus, there were a
total of 24 trials where the target was present at each distance (e.g., 12 at 4º same side and
12 at 4º different side). There were a total of 48 target-absent trials. Defining hits and
false alarms in terms of the 8 rings produced independent hit and false alarm rates for
each of the three variables of interest (i.e., condition, distance, and congruency). 1
As an example, the hit rate for 4º same side was calculated as the proportion of 4º
same side targets that were localized at the correct ring (i.e., the participant clicked one of
the three possible locations that made up the 4º ring located on the same side as the
auditory target). So, if participants indicated the target was presented at the 4º same side
location on 8 of the 12 trials, the hit rate would be 0.67. The hit rate for 4º targets (both
same and different side) was calculated as the proportion of all 4º targets (24 trials total)
that were localized to the correct ring. The false alarm rate for 4º same side was
calculated as the proportion of the 48 target-absent trials that were incorrectly localized at
4º same side. The false alarm rate for 4º (same and different sides) was calculated as the
proportion of the 48 target-absent trials that were incorrectly localized at 4º (either same
side or different side rings).

1

A fourth method was explored as well. This method computes hits for each of the 24 target locations by
ignoring the response location. Thus, when the target appeared at the upper right 24º target and a response
occurred anywhere on the screen, a 'hit' occurred. This resembles the global signal detection analysis
considered as our first alternative but the hits are associated with a specific location. The corresponding
false alarm rate would be computed as the number of false alarms anywhere on the screen. Unfortunately
this leads to a degenerate signal detection analysis because the same false alarm rate is used for all d'
computations. As d' is computed by subtracting Probit (False Alarms) from Probit (Hits), using the same
false alarm score in all d' computations simply subtracts a constant value from each Probit (Hit) value. The
resulting analysis is identical to the accuracy analysis we described earlier.
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Hit and false alarm rates of 0 or 1 were adjusted using the following conventions
(Stanislaw & Todorov, 1999): (a) rates of 0 were replaced with 0.5/n and (b) rates of 1
were replaced with (n – 0.5)/n. For these calculations, n represents the number of signal
or noise trials. For example, a false alarm rate of 0 was replaced with (0.5/48 or .01042)
since there were 48 possible false alarms. The following computations were used to
calculate d′ and c (a measure of response bias) (Stainslaw & Todorov, 1999) using
compute statements in SPSS version 14.0:
d′ = PROBIT (Hit rate) – PROBIT (False alarm rate)
c = - (PROBIT (Hit rate) + PROBIT (False alarm rate) )/2
Observer sensitivity. Once detection/localization sensitivity and bias were
calculated as a function of condition and distance, a repeated measures ANOVA with two
within-subjects factors (condition and distance) and one between-subjects factor (task
order) was computed. The ANOVA revealed significant main effects for condition, F(1,
41) = 13.08, p < .001, η2p = .24, and distance, F(2.13, 87.43) = 112.84, p < .001, η2p =
.73, as well as a significant condition x task order interaction, F(1, 41) = 14.53, p < .001,
η2p = .26, and a significant condition x distance x task order interaction, F(2.50, 102.40) =
3.34, p < .03, η2p = .08. Figures 19 and 20 show observer sensitivity for detecting and
localizing peripheral targets as a function of task order (Figure 19 is the single-task
condition first and Figure 20 is the dual-task condition first), condition, and peripheral
target distance.
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Figure 19. Observer sensitivity as a function of task condition and peripheral target
distance (single-task condition first).
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Figure 20. Observer sensitivity as a function of task condition and peripheral target
distance (dual-task condition first).
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Separate analyses for each task order revealed a significant condition x distance
interaction for the single-task first task order, F(2.38, 47.57) = 4.69, p < .02, η2p = .19,
but not for the dual-task first task order, F(2.28, 47.82) = .60, p < .58, η2p = .03. In order
to provide support for the reduced FFoV/tunnel vision theory, differences in d′ between
single- and dual-task conditions should be greater as peripheral target distance increases.
However, Figure 19 reveals that exactly the opposite result occurred.
Response bias. Supporters of the reduced FFoV theory might explain the
peripheral task accuracy results by hypothesizing that the reason participants did not
experience a reduced FFoV is because they set a low response criterion for the most
peripheral targets (i.e., they needed less evidence during the dual-task condition to state
that a peripheral target was located in the most peripheral areas). If this was the case, they
might show higher accuracy for those distances than expected only because they were
biased toward responding that targets were present in those locations.
In order to examine the impact of task condition on response bias, a separate
repeated measures ANOVA with two within-subjects factors (condition and distance) and
one between-subjects factor (task order) was conducted. The analysis revealed a
significant main effect of distance, F(1.79, 73.48) = 38.34, p < .001, η2p = .48. However,
there was no significant main effect of condition, F(1, 41) = 3.85, p < .06, η2p = .09, no
significant condition x distance interaction, F(2.63, 107.77) = 1.68, p < .19, η2p = .04, or
condition x distance x task order interaction, F(2.63, 107.77) = 2.52, p < .07, η2p = .06.
Figures 21 and 22 show response bias as a function of condition and peripheral
target distance for all task orders and the single-task first task order, respectively. Recall
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that higher values for response bias indicate that participants require more evidence to
state that a peripheral target is present at that location. To ensure that the condition x
distance x task order interaction did not fail to reach significance because of a lack of
power, separate ANOVAs and paired samples t tests were conducted on the single- and
dual-task condition first task orders. The results revealed that the effects were in the
opposite direction of the FFoV prediction. For the single-task first task order, participants
required slightly more evidence to say that peripheral targets were located at 16º when
they were performing the dual-task compared to when they performed the visual task
alone. Thus, the lack of support for a reduced FFoV in the peripheral task accuracy data
cannot be explained by assuming that participants require less evidence to state that
peripheral targets are present at the most extreme peripheral areas during the dual-task
condition.
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Figure 21. Response bias as a function of task condition and peripheral target distance
(all task orders).
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Figure 22. Response bias as a function of task condition and peripheral target distance
(single-task first).
Central Task Accuracy
In order to examine the impact of the auditory task on visual processing at the
center of fixation, a repeated measures ANOVA with one within-subjects factor
(condition) was conducted on central task accuracy. The ANOVA revealed a significant
effect of condition, F(1, 42) = 121.32, p < .001, η2p = .74. Participants were significantly
more likely to correctly identify the central target if they were performing the visual task
in isolation (90.6%) compared to performing it at the same time as the auditory task
(68.2%). Thus, the addition of the auditory task (i.e., dual-task condition) had an impact
on visual processing even at the center of fixation. When considered separately, this
finding does not provide conclusive support for either theory as they both predict
interference from the auditory task, even at fixation.
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Auditory Task Accuracy
In order to examine the impact of condition (single- versus dual-task) on
participants’ ability to correctly generate words that began with the last letter of a target
word, a repeated measures ANOVA with one within-subjects factor (condition) was
conducted on auditory task accuracy. The ANOVA revealed a significant effect of
condition, F(1, 42) = 12.92, p < .01, η2p = .24. The data revealed that when participants
were performing the auditory task in isolation, they correctly generated auditory words
on 91.4% of the trials compared to 87.2% when they performed the combined task.
Summary of Reduced FFoV/Tunnel Vision Versus Inattention Blindness/General
Interference
The results presented in this section suggest that participants experience
interference when they attempt to perform the visual and auditory tasks at the same time.
That is, they are less accurate at (a) identifying items at the center of fixation, (b)
localizing peripheral items, and (c) generating words based on auditory targets. The main
question of interest was whether the interference experienced for the peripheral targets
would vary as a function of target distance (i.e., would there be a condition x distance
interaction). Peripheral task accuracy suggests that, in general, participants are more
likely to miss peripheral visual targets when they are simultaneously performing the
auditory task (i.e., effect of task condition) and when peripheral targets are farther from
the center of fixation (i.e., effect of target distance). However, the accuracy and SDT
results do not suggest that participants have greater declines in accuracy or sensitivity as
a function of target distance. In addition, the response bias data do not suggest that
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participants are biased toward localizing peripheral targets at the most extreme areas.
Together, these results provide support for the inattention blindness/general interference
theory and suggest that participants experience a similar degradation in processing across
the visual field.
Crossmodal Links in Spatial Attention
Peripheral Task Accuracy
The third theory addressed in this research suggests that there are crossmodal
links in spatial attention such that visual processing decrements within the visual field
may be a function of auditory target location. In order to determine if there are
crossmodal links in spatial attention, accuracy for the peripheral targets as a function of
auditory/visual target congruency was examined. Recall that half of the trials in the dualtask condition were congruent trials (i.e., visual and auditory targets were on the same
side) and half were incongruent (i.e., the visual and auditory targets were on different
sides). The key prediction for the crossmodal links in spatial attention theory is that
accuracy will be higher for visual targets that appear on the same side as auditory targets
compared to those that appear on the opposite side (see the bottom row of Table 4).
To test this theory, an additional repeated measures ANOVA with two withinsubjects factors (congruency and distance) and one between-subjects factor (task order)
was conducted. The key prediction for the crossmodal links in spatial attention theory is
that there will be a main effect of visual/auditory location congruency. The results of the
ANOVA revealed the following significant effects: congruency, F(1, 41) = 6.87, p < .02,
η2p = .14, distance, F(1.64, 67.19) = 66.10, p < .001, η2p = .62, and a congruency x
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distance interaction, F(2.69, 110.28) = 12.83, p < .001, η2p = .24. In order to determine
the nature of the congruency x distance interaction, paired samples t tests were conducted
with Bonferroni adjustment (.05/4 = .0125). This analysis revealed that performance
differences are only present when comparing the 24º same- and different- side targets
(see Figure 23). Peripheral task accuracy for 24º targets was significantly higher if the
targets appeared on the same side as the auditory target (52.7% for same side versus
43.2% for different side). These results provide initial support for crossmodal links in
spatial attention, particularly for visual targets closest to the auditory target speaker.
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Figure 23. Accuracy for peripheral targets as a function of side congruency and distance.
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Signal Detection Analyses
Again, an argument could be made that observers were not more sensitive to
visual targets that occurred on the same side as an auditory target but that they merely
shifted their response criterion (i.e., required less evidence to say that a peripheral target
was on the same side as an auditory target). A second signal detection analysis was
performed that distinguished between same-side and contralateral trials, but otherwise
followed the previous SD analysis.
Observer sensitivity. Once sensitivity and bias were calculated as a function of
congruency and distance, a repeated measures ANOVA with two within subjects factors
(congruency and distance) and one between subjects factor (task order) was conducted.
The only significant differences were a main effect of distance, F(1.94, 79.33) = 63.36,
p < .001, η2p = .61 and a congruency x distance interaction, F(2.86, 117.43) = 10.89,
p < .001, η2p = .21. In order to determine the nature of the congruency x distance
interaction, paired samples t tests were conducted with Bonferroni adjustment (.05/4 =
.0125). The t tests revealed significant differences between same side and different side
performance for the 4 degree, 16 degree, and 24 degree targets. An examination of the
data and Figure 24 revealed that participants were more sensitive at detecting and
localizing peripheral targets at 4 degrees if they were on the opposite side as the auditory
target. For 16 and 24 degree targets, participants are more sensitive at detecting and
localizing them if they are on the same side as the auditory target. While the 4 degree
results are not easily explained, the significant difference between sensitivity for
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detecting and localizing 16 and 24 degree targets that are on the same side as visual
targets provides support for the crossmodal links in spatial attention theory.
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Figure 24. Observer sensitivity as a function of side congruency and peripheral target
distance (all task orders).
Response bias. In order to examine the impact of auditory/visual target
congruency on response bias, a separate repeated measures ANOVA with two withinsubjects factors (congruency and distance) and one between-subjects factor (task order)
was computed. The ANOVA revealed significant main effects of congruency, F(1, 41) =
6.31, p < .02, η2p = .13, distance, F(1.86, 76.17) = 39.12, p < .001, η2p = .48, and a
significant congruency x distance interaction, F(2.66, 109.00) = 6.99, p < .001, η2p = .15.
In order to determine the nature of the congruency x distance interaction, paired samples
t tests were conducted with Bonferroni adjustment (.05/4 = .0125). The t tests revealed
significant differences between 24º targets only, such that participants required more
evidence to indicate that a target was present and located at the farthest distance from the
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auditory target (i.e., different-side 24º location). Figure 25 shows response bias as a
function of congruency and distance.
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Figure 25. Response bias as a function of congruency and distance.
Auditory Task Performance
Another prediction that could be derived from the crossmodal links in spatial
attention theory is that participants will be better at generating new words from auditory
targets if the auditory and visual targets occur on the same side. To test this prediction, a
repeated measures ANOVA with one within-subjects factor (congruency) was conducted.
The ANOVA revealed a significant effect of congruency, F(1, 42) = 6.13, p < .02, η2p =
.13. When auditory and visual targets were located on the same side (i.e., congruent
trials), participants were correct on 87.79% (SD = 11.11%) of the auditory words,
compared to 85.76% (SD = 10.56%) when the targets were on different sides (i.e.,
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incongruent trials). This provides additional support for the idea that there are crossmodal
links in the spatial allocation of attention.
Summary of Crossmodal Links in Spatial Attention
The main question of interest in this section was whether the interference
experienced for the peripheral visual targets would vary as a function of auditory/visual
target congruency. That is, would participants be more likely to miss peripheral targets
located on the side contralateral to the auditory message. Accuracy for the peripheral and
auditory tasks provides initial support the existence of crossmodal links. SDT results
suggest that participants are more sensitive at detecting and localizing peripheral targets
if they are located on the same side as the auditory target, particularly for targets that are
at the extreme locations (closest versus farthest from the auditory target speaker). In
addition, participants require more evidence to state that a peripheral target occurred at
the farthest distance from the auditory target.
Comparing All Three Theories
Peripheral Task Accuracy
Whereas previous research has provided support for each of the three main
theories in this study, the current experiment directly compared them. The experiments
reviewed in this paper which examined the spread of visual attention during cellular
phone conversations have not taken into account the location of the cellular phone
message, and have provided support for both theories (i.e., reduced FFoV/tunnel vision
and inattention blindness/general interference). Research investigating the crossmodal
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aspects of attention has not examined the impact of auditory/visual location congruency
on the spread of visual attention around fixation. Thus, the purpose of the current section
is to combine the results from the two previous sections in a way that will allow for
comparisons between the three theories which have not, until this point, been examined
in one experiment.
The results in this section are similar to those presented in the previous sections,
but the peripheral task results are divided into three task conditions (single-task or visual
only, dual-task incongruent or combined different side, and dual-task congruent or
combined same side). Figure 26 shows peripheral task performance for all three task
conditions. In effect, the visual only task condition line is identical to the single-task
condition line in Figure 9 and the dual-task combined different and same side task
condition lines are identical to the different-side (incongruent) and same-side (congruent)
lines in Figure 23. Thus, Figure 26 allows a comparison to be made between performance
on the visual task only and performance on the combined task as a function of
visual/auditory location congruency.
A repeated measures ANOVA with task condition (visual only, combined
different side, and combined same side) and peripheral target distance (4, 8, 16, and 24
degrees) as within-subjects factors, and task order (single-task first vs. dual-task first) as
a between-subjects factor was conducted. The ANOVA revealed significant main effects
of task condition, F(1.20, 49.23) = 8.59, p < .01, η2p = .17, peripheral target distance,
F(1.53, 62.81) = 80.40, p < .001, η2p = .66, and significant task condition x task order,
F(1.20, 49.23) = 5.16, p < .03, η2p = .11, and task condition x peripheral target distance
interactions, F(3.88, 159.19) = 5.04, p < .01, η2p = .11. However, the task condition x
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peripheral target distance x task order interaction was not significant, F(3.88, 159.19) =
1.61, p < .18, η2p = .04.
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Figure 26. Peripheral task performance for visual task, combined task (different side
trials), and combined task (same side trials) (all task orders).
Because previous analyses compared same side and different side trials, those
comparisons were not made again. However, paired samples t tests with Bonferroni
adjustment (.05/8 = .00625) comparing the visual only task condition (represented by the
diamond line in Figure 26) to dual-task different (squares in Figure 26) and same side
(triangles in Figure 26) task conditions were conducted.
When comparing peripheral performance on the visual task only to performance
on the same-side (congruent) trials, the only significant difference was for 4º targets.
Participants were less accurate on 4º peripheral targets when they were performing the
auditory task than when they were only performing the visual task. However,
performance on the peripheral task for all other distances was not significantly different.
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When comparing peripheral performance on the visual task only to performance
on the different-side (incongruent) trials, significant differences were found between the
16º and 24º peripheral targets. Participants were less accurate on peripheral judgments for
the 16 and 24 degree targets when they were performing the auditory task compared to
when they were performing only the visual task.
Taken together with the results that compared same side to different side trials,
these results suggest that if a participant was asked to divide attention between auditory
and visual tasks, he/she did not experience significant interference for the visual targets
located closest to the auditory target speaker (i.e., same-side 8, 16, and 24 degree targets).
However, if asked to divide attention between auditory and visual tasks as well as spatial
locations, participants demonstrated significant interference for visual targets that were
farthest from the auditory target speaker (i.e., different-side 16 and 24 degree targets).
These results provide support for the crossmodal links in spatial allocation of attention
(see Figure 1c).
Signal Detection Analyses
As previously discussed, another way to examine peripheral target performance is
through signal detection analysis which distinguishes between observer sensitivity and
response bias (Green & Swets, 1966; Stanislaw & Todorov, 1999).
The peripheral task accuracy results in the previous section suggest that
participants did not experience significant interference with the addition of an auditory
task if the visual targets were closest to the auditory target speaker (i.e., 8, 16, and 24
degree same-side targets). However, participants did experience significant interference
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for peripheral targets that were farthest away from the target speaker (i.e., 16 and 24
degree different-side targets).
The purpose of the forthcoming analyses is to determine the impact of observer
sensitivity (i.e., better at determining when and where targets are present) and shifts in
response criterion (i.e., biased toward responding that a target is present at a particular
location) on task accuracy. Hit and false alarm rates as well as d′ and bias were
calculated as described in previous sections.
Observer sensitivity. A repeated measures ANOVA with two within-subjects
factors (task condition and distance) and one between-subjects factor (task order) was
conducted on the d′ scores. The ANOVA revealed significant main effects of task
condition, F(1.30, 53.23) = 9.72, p < .01, η2p = .19, distance, F(1.96, 80.43) = 99.96, p <
.001, η2p = .71, and significant interactions for task condition x task order, F(1.30, 53.23)
= 13.66, p < .001, η2p = .25, and task condition x distance x task order, F(4.47, 183.20) =
2.82, p < .03, η2p = .06. Figures 27 and 28 show d′ for peripheral targets as a function of
task condition and target distance for the single- and dual-task condition first orders,
respectively.
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Figure 27. Peripheral target d′ by task condition (visual, different, and same) and
distance; (single-task first (n = 21)).
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Figure 28. Peripheral target d′ by task condition (visual, different, and same) and distance
(dual-task first (n = 22).
In order to examine the task condition x distance x task order interaction, paired
samples t tests with Bonferroni adjustment (.05/8 = .00625) were conducted on the
single-task condition first task order as well as the dual-task condition first task order. For
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participants who began with the single-task (i.e., visual task only, Figure 27), the only
significant difference in d′ between visual and combined tasks was for the 24º targets.
Participants were more sensitive at detecting and localizing peripheral targets during the
combined task if they first performed the visual only task and if visual targets were
presented on the same side as the auditory target (i.e., the diamond compared to the
triangle), t(20) = -3.26, p < .01. For participants who began with the dual-task (Figure
28), the only nonsignificant differences in d′ between the visual and combined tasks was
for the 16º and 24º targets (p < .01 for all other comparisons). If participants performed
the combined task without any practice (i.e., they completed the dual-task first), they
were less sensitive at detecting and localizing visual targets at all locations except those
at the two positions closest to the auditory target speaker (i.e., 16 and 24º same side
trials).
The results in this section suggest that practice with the visual and auditory tasks
reduces the interference experienced by participants when they perform the combined
task and also provide support for crossmodal links in the spatial allocation of attention,
because participants were more sensitive (i.e., if they began in the single-task condition)
or equally as sensitive (i.e., if they began in the dual-task condition) at detecting and
localizing visual targets that were located closest to the speaker.
Response bias. In order to examine the impact of task condition as well as
auditory/visual target congruency on response bias, a separate repeated measures
ANOVA with two within-subjects factors (task condition and distance) and one betweensubjects factor (task order) was computed. The ANOVA revealed significant main effects
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of task condition, F(1.23, 50.44) = 21.82, p < .001, η2p = .35, distance, F(1.75, 71.88) =
43.69, p < .001, η2p = .52, and a significant condition x distance interaction, F(4.32,
177.29) = 3.68, p < .01, η2p = .08. No task condition x distance x task order was found,
F(4.32, 177.29) = 1.67, p < .16, η2p = .04.
Figure 29 shows response bias as a function of task condition and distance for
both task orders. Compared to response bias during the visual task, paired comparisons t
tests revealed statistically significant differences during the combined task for all 8 and
16 degree targets as well as 24 degree targets at the farthest distance from the auditory
target location (p < .00625). However, no significant differences were revealed for all 4
degree targets or 24 degree targets located closest to the auditory target speaker
(p > .00625). These results suggest that, compared to when they perform the visual task
alone, participants require more evidence to detect and localize peripheral targets in the
middle distances as well as those at the farthest distance from the auditory target.
However, they required no additional evidence during the combined task to indicate that
targets were present at 4 degrees or at the distance closest to the auditory target (i.e., 24 º
same-side trials).
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Figure 29. Response bias as a function of task condition (visual only, combined different
side, and combined same side) and distance (all task orders).
Taken together, the results of the accuracy as well as signal detection analyses
provide additional support for crossmodal links in the spatial allocation of attention. In
general, participants require additional evidence for and are also less accurate and
sensitive at detecting and localizing visual targets if they are simultaneously performing
an auditory task and the auditory and visual targets are at extreme opposite locations.
And, participants require no additional evidence for, are equally as accurate, and more
(with practice) or equally (without practice) as sensitive for detecting and localizing
visual targets if they are positioned close to the auditory target speaker.
Summary of Experiment 2
The purpose of this experiment was to examine the impact of an auditory task on
visual information processing within a single fixation. Analyses of accuracy and signal
detection results provide support for the inattention blindness/general interference theory
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when the location of the auditory target is not considered. However, when the
congruency (i.e., same-side versus different-sides) of auditory and visual targets is
considered, accuracy and signal detection results support the theory that there are
crossmodal links in the spatial allocation of attention such that when participants are
asked to perform simultaneous auditory and visual tasks, they are better at detecting and
localizing visual targets and at generating auditory words if attention is directed to the
same location for both modalities. Signal detection analyses suggest that crossmodal links
in attention result in observers who are equally or more sensitive at detecting and
localizing visual targets located on the same side as an auditory target and who also
require more evidence to state that peripheral targets are located at the farthest distances
from the auditory target.
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CHAPTER V
DISCUSSION
Previous research established that visual processing is degraded with the addition
of visual clutter, increased foveal load, or the addition of an auditory task such as a
cellular phone conversation. The current research explored the nature of visual processing
decrements and the spread of visual attention that results from the addition of an auditory
task. Three theories concur that talking while driving may reduce a driver’s ability to
process visual information within a single glance. However, they make different
predictions about the areas of the visual field that will suffer the most degradation.
The three theories suggest that when we talk on a cellular phone we are either: (a)
disproportionately more likely to miss objects located in the most peripheral areas of the
visual environment due to a reduction in the size of the attentional window or functional
field of view (Atchley & Dressel, 2004); (b) more likely to miss objects from all areas of
the visual environment (even at the center of fixation) because attention is withdrawn
from the roadway, leading to inattention blindness or general interference (Strayer &
Drews, 2006; Crundall, Underwood, & Chapman, 1999; 2002), or (c) more likely to miss
objects that are located on the side of the visual environment contralateral to the cellular
phone message due to crossmodal links in spatial attention (Driver & Spence, 2004).
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In the current research, the FFoV or spread of attention was measured by asking
participants to perform a visual task in which they made decisions about a central target
while also localizing peripheral targets that varied in distance from the center of fixation.
This visual task was performed under two conditions: single-task condition (i.e., the
visual task was performed in isolation) and dual-task condition (i.e., the visual task was
performed simultaneously with an auditory task). During the dual-task condition, visual
peripheral targets could appear on the same side as the auditory target (i.e., congruent or
same side trials) or on the opposite side as the auditory target (i.e., incongruent or
different side trials).
The three theories make different predictions about peripheral task performance
on the visual task as a function of task condition, peripheral target distance, and
visual/auditory target location congruency (see Table 4). All three theories predict
decrements in performance as a function of task condition, but vary on their predictions
of the interaction between task condition and peripheral target distance and the effect of
visual/auditory target location congruency. According to the reduced FFoV/tunnel vision
account, adding the auditory task will have the greatest impact on visual processing at the
most peripheral areas: the degradation that occurs as a function of task condition is
predicted to increase with peripheral target distance (i.e., should observe a condition x
distance interaction). According to the general interference/inattention blindness account,
adding the auditory task will lead to a similar degradation in processing across all areas
of the visual field, even at the center of fixation (i.e., no condition x distance interaction).
According to the crossmodal links in spatial attention account, peripheral task
performance during the dual-task condition will differ as a function of visual/auditory
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target location congruency: peripheral performance is predicted to be better for visual
targets located on the same side as auditory targets.
The results from accuracy and SDT analyses failed to provide support for the idea
of a reduced FFoV or tunnel vision resulting from the addition of an auditory task. This
was true even for negatively-valenced target-distracter word pairs, which Dressel and
Atchley (2005) suggest should lead to the greatest reduction in FFoV. When the location
of the auditory target was not considered, the results were consistent with the predictions
of the general interference/inattention blindness theories (i.e., no condition x distance
interaction). That is, it appeared that visual attention was withdrawn from all areas of the
visual field, even the center of fixation.
Yet when the location of the auditory target was considered (i.e., examining
peripheral task performance as a function of visual/auditory target location congruency),
accuracy and SDT results support the idea that, at least for the most peripheral targets,
there are crossmodal links in the spatial allocation of attention, such that participants
were more accurate at detecting and localizing visual targets and at generating words for
the auditory task if attention was directed to the same location for both modalities (i.e.,
congruent or same side trials). Signal detection analyses suggest that crossmodal links in
spatial attention result in observers who are more sensitive at detecting and localizing
visual targets located nearest to the auditory targets and who also require more evidence
to state that peripheral targets are located at the farthest distance from the auditory
targets.
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Figure 30 shows central and peripheral task performance as a function of
condition, congruency and peripheral target distance. The four short lines near the center
of the figure represent the performance on the central task, whereas the four longer lines
represent the performance on the peripheral task. Each line shows performance as a
function of the peripheral target distance. Consider the upper pair of short center-task
performance lines. The different points on each line represent the center task
performance as a function of the peripheral target distance: The outermost points show
the central task performance when the peripheral target was located at 24º, while the
innermost points show the central task when the peripheral target was located at 4º. The
lower pair of short center-task performance lines shows center task performance as a
function of visual/auditory target congruency, with the left line representing center task
performance during same-side trials and the right line representing center task
performance for different-side trials. The upper lines are symmetrical because they
represent performance in the visual-only condition. In that situation, we cannot
distinguish between same-side auditory trials and different-side auditory trials, because
no auditory targets were presented.
The four long lines (two to the left and two to the right of center) represent
performance on the peripheral task and the different points along those lines indicate
peripheral task performance as a function of peripheral target distance (4º, 8º, 16º, and
24º). The upper long lines show peripheral task performance for the visual only task (i.e.,
when there was no auditory target). The lower lines show peripheral task performance for
the combined task for targets that appeared on the same side as the auditory target (i.e.,
the lower left line) and on the opposite side as the auditory target (i.e., lower right line).
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Figure 30. Central and peripheral task components as a function of congruency and peripheral target distance.

Considering the long lines, the far left point on the lower left line represents
performance for 24º same-side targets (i.e., targets closest to the auditory speaker) and
the far right point on the lower right line represents performance for the 24º different-side
targets (i.e., targets farthest from the auditory target speaker). Note that the upper left and
right lines are symmetrical as they represent peripheral task performance when no
auditory targets were present.
With respect to peripheral task performance (i.e., longer lines), Figure 30 shows
the general pattern of increased degradation in visual processing as a function of distance
from the target speaker. For example, comparing the long upper and lower lines on the
left side, the discrepancy between the lines increases from left to right (i.e., as the
peripheral target moves farther away from the auditory target). The same pattern is
observed for the long upper and lower lines on the right (i.e., the discrepancy between the
upper and lower lines is greatest for the 24º different-side trials). In addition, the figure
shows that central task accuracy suffered the greatest degradation (i.e., comparing the
difference between upper and lower short lines to the difference between upper and lower
long lines) and that participants were better at identifying the central target when
peripheral targets were located at the position farthest from the auditory target speaker
(24º different-side).
These results provide support for the theory that attention was directed to the
same location for auditory and visual targets. Participants experienced difficulty when
they were asked to attend to two distant locations for auditory and visual information
(e.g., the auditory target is on the left side and the visual target is on the opposite side at
24º). In these situations, center task performance may have increased because participants
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were no longer able to see the visual targets farthest from the speaker, but were still able
to see the central targets as they were closer to the speaker than the peripheral 24º
different-side targets.
In summary, participants are better at identifying and localizing central and
peripheral visual targets if they are not performing an auditory task (i.e., if attention is not
split between two modalities). However, practice effects were observed, such that
performance for the dual-task condition was superior for participants who began the
experiment performing the visual task in isolation. In addition, participants are better at
localizing targets located closer to the center of fixation (i.e., distance effect): peripheral
target accuracy was higher for targets that were located within a few degrees from the
center of fixation (regardless of auditory target location).
When participants were asked to perform concurrent visual and auditory tasks and
had to divide attention between two modalities, performance declined, and the greatest
declines were observed for items at the center of fixation. As previously discussed, these
declines may be due to a shift of attention away from fixation toward the auditory
message (see Mack & Rock, 1998). With respect to peripheral targets, performance was
better when the to-be-attended information came from the same spatial location for both
modalities. Taken together, these results provide support for crossmodal links in the
spatial allocation of attention.
The results of the current research are inconsistent with the reduced FFoV theory
and provide the greatest support for the theory that there are crossmodal links in
attention. The congruency effects we observe, especially the lack of a statistically
significant reduction in accuracy for peripheral targets located nearest the speaker (24º
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same side) and the increase in errors made for the most distant items (24º different side)
suggest that attention is shifting toward the auditory message, not disappearing
altogether. However, the data cannot rule out the idea that the addition of an auditory task
may lead to a hybrid attentional effect (i.e., participants may experience both inattention
blindness and crossmodal links). That is, it is possible that attention switches between the
external visual environment and the internal context, and that when it is directed to the
external environment, it is drawn to the side of the auditory target.
The results of this research have implications for cellular phone usage while
driving. In general, drivers experience visual degradations when using cellular phones
and they are less likely to see (or would take longer to see) items on the roadway or in the
visual environment compared to when no cellular phone is in use. In addition, the
location of the cellular phone message, which is generally the location of the phone
unless speakers or a headset are being used, may influence the areas of the roadway that
will suffer the most degradation, due to crossmodal links in attention. That is, when
drivers are attending to a cellular phone message located on one side of the body, they
shift their attention toward that location, resulting in an impaired ability to detect items at
the center of fixation (because attention is now directed toward the location of the cellular
phone) as well as items that occur on the side opposite the phone.
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Computerized Questionnaire
1. Age: _______
2. Gender:

Male Female

3. Ethnicity: (please check one)
American Indian or Alaska Native
Asian
Black or African American
Hispanic or Latino
Native Hawaiian or Other Pacific Islander
White
Other (please specify) ______
4. Current Classification: (please check one) Freshman Sophomore Junior Senior
5. What is your major? _____________
6. Are you right handed, left handed, or ambidextrous?
Right-handed Left-handed Ambidextrous
7. How many fingers do you normally use to type? (please check one)
1 finger (peck typist) 2-3 fingers
4-8 fingers
9-10 fingers (touch typist)
8. Do you have any uncorrected visual problems?

yes

no

9. Do you have any uncorrected hearing problems?

yes

no

10. Is English your first language?
If no, how long have you been speaking English?

yes
no
_______ years

11. Do you currently own a cellular phone? yes

no

12. Approximately how many years and months have you owned a cellular phone?
_____ years _____months [text boxes]
13. During an average month, about how many minutes do you think you spend talking
on your cellular telephone? _______________ minutes
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14. To what extent do you use your cellular telephone for business versus personal calls?
100% business/0% personal (business calls only)
75% business/25% personal
50% business/50% personal (1/2 business, 1/2 personal)
25% business/75% personal
0% business/100% personal (personal calls only)
15. Have you ever talked on your cellular phone while driving?

Yes

No

16. During an average month, about how many minutes do you think you spend talking
on your cellular telephone while driving? _____________ minutes
17. When you talk on your cellular phone while driving, do you typically (please check
one):
Hold the phone to your ear
Use a headset or earpiece (doesn’t require you to hold the phone)
Use the speakerphone option on your phone or listen through your car’s speakers
Other: Please specify ________
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CONSENT FORM:
INVESTIGATING THE CROSS-MODAL ASPECTS OF ATTENTION
You are invited to participate in an experiment entitled “Investigating the Cross-modal Aspects of
Attention” conducted by Dr. Gary Bradshaw of the Psychology Department of Mississippi State University.
This study is designed to investigate the ability to divide attention between various sources of information
as well as factors that may influence this ability.
During the experiment, you will be asked to complete one or more visual and auditory tasks. The visual
tasks will involve viewing or tracking items displayed on a computer screen or projected onto a canvas and
making decisions about the identity and location of those items. The auditory tasks will involve listening to
words presented from headphones/speakers and making responses based on the words that are heard. For
example, you may be asked to repeat aloud the words that you hear or to generate new words. Finally, you
will be asked to complete a questionnaire that asks for demographic information (e.g., your age, gender,
etc.) as well as information about your experience with cellular phones. All tasks should take no more than
1 hour to complete.
Your participation in this experiment is voluntary. If you refuse to participate in the experiment, you will
not be penalized or lose any benefits to which you are otherwise entitled. You may discontinue
participation at anytime without penalty or loss of benefits to which you are otherwise entitled. There are
no reasonably foreseeable risks or discomforts that might occur as a result of your participation in this
research project. This judgment is based on experience with similar tasks. Equally, there will be no direct
benefits to you other than the credit you receive as a participant.
This experiment will require one session totaling 1 hour. For your participation, you will receive 1 research
participation credit in your General Psychology or other psychology course offering credit through Sona
Systems. You are free to discontinue the experiment at any time, in which case your responses will not be
used. You will not be penalized for withdrawing your consent: you will receive credit for each hour or
fraction of an hour (15 minutes or more) of participation. For example, if you choose to withdraw your
consent 15 minutes into the experiment, you will receive 1 credit.
During the experiment, your responses will be recorded. No information gathered in this study will be
disclosed to any persons other than Dr. Bradshaw and other collaborators unless it is made anonymous.
Your identity will remain confidential on the task results. Your test answers will be coded according to a
subject number that will only temporarily be linked to your name in order to allow Dr. Bradshaw and his
collaborators to link your test answers for the various tasks.
The investigator will be glad to answer any questions in regard to the procedure of this study. However,
answers that may influence the outcome of the study will be deferred until the end of the experiment. For
further questions, Dr. Bradshaw may be contacted at 325-0550 or at the Department of Psychology. For
additional information regarding human participation in research please contact the Mississippi State
Regulatory Compliance Office at (662) 325-0994.
If you understand the above information and voluntarily consent to participate in the experiment entitled
“Investigating the Cross-modal Aspects of Attention,” please sign your name below. You will be given a
copy of this consent form to keep for your records.
Signature: _______________________________________ Date: _____________________________
Net ID: ____________________________
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CONSENT FORM:
INVESTIGATING THE CROSS-MODAL ASPECTS OF ATTENTION
You are invited to participate in an experiment entitled “Investigating the Cross-modal Aspects of
Attention” conducted by Dr. Gary Bradshaw of the Psychology Department of Mississippi State University.
This study is designed to investigate the ability to divide attention between various sources of information
as well as factors that may influence this ability.
During the experiment, you will be asked to complete one or more visual and auditory tasks. The visual
tasks will involve viewing or tracking items displayed on a computer screen or projected onto a canvas and
making decisions about the identity and location of those items. The auditory tasks will involve listening to
words presented from headphones/speakers and making responses based on the words that are heard. For
example, you may be asked to repeat aloud the words that you hear or to generate new words. Finally, you
will be asked to complete a questionnaire that asks for demographic information (e.g., your age, gender,
etc.) as well as information about your experience with cellular phones. All tasks should take no more than
1 and 1/2 hour to complete.
Your participation in this experiment is voluntary. If you refuse to participate in the experiment, you will
not be penalized or lose any benefits to which you are otherwise entitled. You may discontinue
participation at anytime without penalty or loss of benefits to which you are otherwise entitled. There are
no reasonably foreseeable risks or discomforts that might occur as a result of your participation in this
research project. This judgment is based on experience with similar tasks. Equally, there will be no direct
benefits to you other than the credit you receive as a participant.
This experiment will require one session totaling 1 and 1/2 hour. For your participation, you will receive 1
and 1/2 research participation credits in your General Psychology or other psychology course offering
credit through Sona Systems. You are free to discontinue the experiment at any time, in which case your
responses will not be used. You will not be penalized for withdrawing your consent: you will receive credit
for each hour or fraction of an hour (15 minutes or more) of participation. For example, if you choose to
withdraw your consent 15 minutes into the experiment, you will receive 1 credit. If you choose to withdraw
your consent after 1 hour and 15 minutes, you will receive 1 and 1/2 credits.
During the experiment, your responses will be recorded. No information gathered in this study will be
disclosed to any persons other than Dr. Bradshaw and other collaborators unless it is made anonymous.
Your identity will remain confidential on the task results. Your test answers will be coded according to a
subject number that will only temporarily be linked to your name in order to allow Dr. Bradshaw and his
collaborators to link your test answers for the various tasks.
The investigator will be glad to answer any questions in regard to the procedure of this study. However,
answers that may influence the outcome of the study will be deferred until the end of the experiment. For
further questions, Dr. Bradshaw may be contacted at 325-0550 or at the Department of Psychology. For
additional information regarding human participation in research please contact the Mississippi State
Regulatory Compliance Office at (662) 325-0994.
If you understand the above information and voluntarily consent to participate in the experiment entitled
“Investigating the Cross-modal Aspects of Attention,” please sign your name below. You will be given a
copy of this consent form to keep for your records.
Signature: _______________________________________ Date: _____________________________
Net ID: ____________________________
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